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PUBLIC INTEREST
ISSUE
You've Survived
Your First
Month of Law
5 COO
h I
Rod Rummelsburg ('98)
ib================:dI

Welcome to Loyola Law School.
You have completed your first month of
law school, and if you are reading this,
you have survived. If you are a first year
evening student, all your lectures are in'
Merrifield
Hall. Your
whole world ••• Mr. Gehry... did
revolves
not want future gener-,
around
ations to remember
Merrifield..
him by his staircase '
Hall .. Now IS fiasco. So he",painted
the ume to
•
take a
Burns Han bnght ye\breather,
low .•.. Pure geniUS.
look past the You hardly notice the
BAR BRI
gray staircase
and
Barpassers
appendages jutting
tables and
take i~ some
of the other

out from the fourstory tall banana.

Loyola sights and sounds.
, To, the west of Merrifield Hall
stands Burns Hall. It was designed by
world- famous architect Frank Gehry, who
realized after the building was completed
that he had forgotten to include any staircases. Mr. Gehry quickly remedied this
with several day laborers, some scrap
. metal, and a blow torch. The result is striking. Any lesser architect would have
stopped at this point. But not Mr. Gehry.
He did not want future generations to
remember him by his staircase fiasco. So
he painted Burns Hall bright yellow. It distracts attention.
Pure genius. You hardly
notice the gray staircase appendages jutting out from the four- story tall banana.
Staircase planning is not a Loyola
strong point. Take, for example, Rains
Library. To enter into the first floor of the
library, you must first climb the stairs to the
second floor and ride an elevator back
down to the first floor. Or, to get to the 3rd
floor of Casassa Building, you must enter
the Rains Building, walk up a flight of stairs
to the second floor, walk over an arched
bridge to the Casassa Building, go down
the Hall of the 70s, burrow under Donovan
Hall, and climb a second flig~t of stairs.
Based on the staircase situation, it is clear
that Mr. Gehry had a hand in designing the
Rains and Casassa buildings, but abandoned them as a lost cause. (Historical

continued on page 12
Welcome

g'UPPORT THE PILF
AUCTION
Jim Dunn ('98)

CONTENTS
PtJBLIC INIEREST
ARTICLES

(BY AUTHOR & TITLE)
On the evening of Saturday October 21, 1995, PILF will
hold its annual auction. Not only is it the best party of the year,
but the money we raise goes to the best of causes. The essava. DAVID PAUL BLEISTEIN
that follow present some examples.
SUMMER IN APPALACHIA ...
Each year PILF awards a number 6f Summer
Fellowships. The amount we raise determines the number of
R. J. COMER
fellowships we can. give, and they go to yo~ and your fellow stuNATIONAL WHISTLEBLOWER
dents. The application process begins in the spring, and fellow.ships are available for all students. If you'd like to work on the
CENTER
auction, or know someone who can make a tax deductible dona- .
tlon of an item or service to be auctioned, the call us at (213)
736- 8116.
HEATHER BUSHMAN
Over the three years that the PILF Summer Fellowship
A SUMMER OF "MORAL
has been in existence, Loyola students have served at various
SENSE" •.••••..•..•.......
public interest organizations, including: AIDS Project L.A.,Appalachian Legal Research and Defense Fund, Black Law
MARY CARLSON
Institute, Camden N.J. Regional Legal Services, EI Rescate,
CENTRAL AMERICAN
Legal Aid Foundation, Legal Corps of L.A., Los Angeles County
RESOURCE CENTER ••......
Public Defender's Office, Nauonal Wlstleblower Center, the
Center for Human Rights And Constitutional law, San Diego
Volunteer Lawyers, Harriet Buhai Center, Justice Para
.: MICHELE COBIN
Naturaleza, Wbmen's Advocacy Project, Protection & Advocac~,
BET TZEDEK LEGAL SERlnc., CARECEN, and-Bet Tzedek. PILF Summer Fellows have
~
provided over 8,100 of legal assistance to the underrepresentVICES
ed here in L.A. and throughout the country.
Last summer we were able to support seven students,
and these essays convey something of their experience.
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Summer in Appalachia
O'avid Paul Bleistein
"Yeah, babe, I'm a gorWildcats] was S0 miles north on 1geous hunk and we both know itl"
75. Chattanooga, Tennessee was
The male deer stood tall above the
about 100 miles to the south on 1rest of the herd, Arnold
75. Pulasky County is about 30
Schwarzneggar with 11- point
miles north of the Tennessee and
antlers flocked in brown velvet, sup- Virginia borders, just a short disported by a muscular neck and a
tance from the Cumberland Gap in
heavily powerful, but graceful body.
the Appilachian mountains.
Thirty deer stood dead-still, heads
Small towns dotted the fat,
cocked, nostrils .flaring, eyes swivel- forested countryside, with names
ing in sockets, scanning the world
like Bandy, Bark Camp, Bee Lick,
for danger. It looked like some truck Burnside, Dog Walk, Eli, Elihu,
driver said to
Eubank, Goldbug,
hell with it, and
Gum Sulphur,
left a load of
The deer sensed me Kayjay, London,
lawn ornaments lurking around the cor- Monticello, Nancy,
in the K- Mart
Ogle, Science Hill,
parking lot. The
ner of the store, hug- Stanford, Strunk,
deer sensed me ging the brick wall, spy- Sublimity City and
lurking around
ing on them. Then
Tateville among
the corner of the
~
many others. Some,
store, hugging
they snort- barked with like London and
the brick wall,
alarm and leaped in one Monticello, were
spying on them.
•
county seats with a
Then, they
graceful wave mto the columned
snort- barked
dark forest and disap- courthouse,
with alarm and
d
lawyers'
leaped in one
peare .
offices in
graceful wave
fine, old
into the dark forest and disaprestored houses and a
peared.
Wal- Mart on the outskirts.
I·spent ten weeks of the
Most others were little
summer of 1994 in Somerset, [pop- . more than a collection of a
ulation c.12,OOO} Pulasky County,
couple dozen houses c/usKentucky, clerking with the
tered around a mini- mar-

Cumberland was full of fish, snapdrinking beer on the front steps of
ping turtles, waterfowl and people
our funky, old, apartment house
partying endlessly on boats. Some
[Glad I wasn't with them].
fish were.t\uge, like the giant lake
Pranksters were always emptying
sturgeon someone photographed
boxes of sudsy detergent into the
hanging almost a foot off each end
fountain on the town square, or
of an old Cadillac.
rr===========91draping
a prominent
The woods were
Pulasky County [male] citizen's statue
everywhere, filled
isn't some Volvo- with a filmy negligee.
with fascinating flowOne night, some kids
ers, mammals, birds
infested yuppie
broke into a bank and
and insects. If you
'exu rbia.
amused a jeering
were so inclined, you
crowd outside by outcould hunt deer and ducks in searunning the cops for almost an hour.
Other crimes weren't silly at
son.
all. A jogger found near- skeletal
And, surprise, surprise,
human remains in a field near a
Pulasky County had a nightclub
posh subdivision. They'd only been
scene. Not like the Sunset Strip;
there a week; bodies rot fast in a
but thriving nevertheless. I lived .
90+ F. Kentucky summer, leaving
about five blocks from the Silver'
tarry stains like shadows on the
Eagle, in downtown Somerset. It
grass. The victims turned out to be
was a C & W (country & western)
. a young woman and her 4- year- old
dance hall. The music was usually
good to excellent; most of the bands half brother who had disappeared

ORDERS

<

Appalachian

Legal Research and

ket, a video- rentalltanning

TO GO

1

Defense Fund (APPLRED), a public salon and maybe a gas
interest law firm. <Itell the curious
station with a sneakered
that I worked to protect the poor
attendant.
from the rest of us.) While there, I
East- soutrn censerved people who were otherwise,
tral Kentucky wasn't a
in a very real sense, isolated from
place where every perveraccess to the benefits of the law.
sian was easily catered to.
One of our clients was a handiThere were no porno .
capped man who was a name plain- shops, horse or dog tracks,
tiff in a class action suit in the Sixth
Indian Bingo Parlors, cockCircuit that ended up
tair
forcing the
East- south- central lounges, or
Commonwealth of
Kentucky wasn't a nudie bars.
Kentucky to use a'
Nor were
more reasonable, fair
place where every" there any
standard in awarding perversion was eas- 24- hour bookstores
Social Security
'1
t
d t
[except Wal- Mart]
Disability (SSD) beneI Y ca ere
o.
Computer- Marts or
fits. The client used
really serious malls.
the lump- sum payment we won for
Pulasky county was so far from any
him to get a house; it was the first
big city that it was hard to get TV
one he'd ever lived in that had run- . signals without a dish antenna.
ning water and a heater that didn't
.
Pulasky and all of the nearrequire him or his 92- year- old
by counties were "dry"; they banned
mother to go out and chop wood.
alcohol, to buy, sell or possess.
Another time, we managed to perThe nearest legal booze was in
suade a judge in a neighboring
Richmond KY, 40 1-75 miles away,
county to continue a restraining
or Scott County, TN, 30 miles down
order against our client's wacky, liti- . rural roads. Where it was available,
gious, estranged husband. I also
. beer was relatively cheap; drive
researched a wide range
•
right on into Megaof issues, from property And, surprise, sur- Liquor, son, and fill
to bankruptcy.
prise, Pulasky
up your trunk with
But, as important
C
Bud for $4.50 a
as the work was, the
ounty had a
twelve- pack. But
after- hours time made
nightclub scene. be careful on the
my short stay in Pulasky
drive home with
County, Kentucky, a particularly rich that trunkful; "transporting" alcoholic
experience.
"beveragesthrough dry counties was
Pulasky County isn't some
a separate criminal offence. And if
Volvo- infested.yuppie exurbia.
you got caught with a lot, you were
Rather, it's an authentic rural area,
presumed to be a bootlegger, suband happy to be that way. The
ject to harsher punishment.
nearest city of any size, Lexington,
But who needed big- city
KY [population c.SO,OOO
and Home
sins for amusement? Cool, blue,
of the University of Kentucky
thousand- foot- deep Lake

and Delicatessen

Good Authentic Mexican Food

BR~~:::;:~~~:C~U_
~~~~ER
•.

(213) 383-7317

were clearly ready for bigger and
over the fourth of July weekend. So
, better things in Nashville, 150 miles far, no suspects.
to the west. I have to concede that I
Another killing was less
did miss the beer; drinkin' and
mysterious but no less tragic. A
cheatin' songs really needed alumall shot his estranged wife to
minum cans to crush in your fist.
death on the front lawn of their
My favorite rr=============;)house
while the neighnight spot was the
For $38,000 you
bars watched. Then
West- SO,on U.S.
could buy "12.64, the husband shot himroute SO,just of
self. Their obituaries
Somerset. The 'SO
acres, tillable. .. were published on sepwas a corrugated
city water, fenced & arate days.
metal barn. It was
t k d
d
Pulasky county's
a [genetic] family
S OC e pon and a population was only
operation; gram704 square foot
about 45,000 but it was
maw took the
house."
a sort of mini- big- city
money at the door, lk==========~compared
with nearby
mamma minded the food counter,
counties, like McCreary, population
dad and uncle acted as bouncers
about 15,000. McCreary's county
and the kids played in the band.
seat, Whitley City had a population
Unlike the 'Eagle, you could bring
of just over a thousand. The
your kids to the '80 and many peoMcCreary County Courthousestill
pie did, some as young as toddlers.
had iron horsey- head hitching posts
It was more like a wedding recepout front, a broad lawn with lots of
tion every w~el.<than a night club.
big trees and no parking meters.
The crime rate in Pulasky
As the out- of- town law
was lower than LA, but crime was
clerk, I got invited to many outings
far from nonexistent. Some crimes
and parties. One of the best outings
were almost silly; my next- door
continued on page 13
neighbors all got hauled off to the
Appalachia
pokey for the heinous crime of

,

\

!

,
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National Whistleblower Center
R. J. Comer
Up and down the
Wrought iron steps of a clean, but
nondescript row house in a rough
D.C. neighborhood, lawyers and

the space and three times the support staff. Case files are piled in

worked on, the issue I dealt with
most deeply was whether the

and the fruit stand guy who gave me
bananas when I had no money for

boxes along every wall. The mys-

Secretary of Labor's edict that hush
money provisions cannot be included in whistleblower settlement

lunch, this Summer would have just
been about a job. Instead this
Summer was about experience, in
the fullest and richest sense of that

teries and missing pieces within the
filing system would send Sherlock

legal interns in shorts and sneakers
Holmes reaching for his opium.
hustle heavy briefcases, chasing
Sometimes, no one is there to
case law on behalf of employee
whistJeblowers.
rr==============answer
the phone

this Summer was
about experience, in

This is the office

•••

of The National
Whistleblower
Center (NWC),

during business
hours. And their
softball team is the
worst in the city's

the fullest and richest
sense of that word.

agreements

should be upheld by

federal circuits. Of course, we
argued that they should be, but
nuclear power plants argued that
the Secretary was abusing his dis- .
cretion.

Watch for Carolina Power

the Fourth Circuit and Porter v.
Brown & Root in the Fifth circuit to
see how it goes.

guru of whistleblower

As I wrote to my friends
back in L.A.: "they work me like I'

league is Greenpeace, because

tion) is chief counsel. He's the

they can't play very well in

short, stout guy in his early forties

Birkenstocks and they just can't

with wild black curls dressed like
seem to bring themselves to hit
rr===============ilcowhide
with any
Bart Simpson.
I even got to cut my
passion at all.
He does not look

teeth on a couple of
appellate briefs to the

like a man who
has published
five books and
won cases

Fourth and Fifth Circuit
Courts of Appeal.

before the United
States Supreme

I was one

1b==============:!Iyear

know what I'm doing" Which I did
not, at least not at first. On one
assignment, given to me during a
staff meeting, I was asked to draft a
response to opponent's motion to
suppress surreptitiously

tape

recorded conversations

between

of six legal interns
this Summer at
NWC, and only

our client and the opponent.

one of two firststudents. My

Stephen asked me to find a way to
get it admitted and to make sure'

Court. When I met him, the near-

work was funded by Loyola's Public

manic gleam of purpose in his eyes

Interest Law Foundation, to whom I

met the second- nature cynicism
and aggression in mine and I knew
two things.. 1) he and I will ~jthQr

will always be grateful.

The schools

represented ranged from Yale to
Tulane to others I'd never heard of.

"We don't have a best evidence rule
problem." Not yet having enjoyed
the benefit of Professor Gold's
Evidence lectures, I raised my hand
~ort of sheepishly and asked:

hate each other or love each other

Each of us worked closely with one

"what's the best evidence rule?"

before this Summer ends; and 2)

of the several staff lawyers.

After the snickering died down,
Stephen said "I

For

When I met him, the
near- manic gleam of
purpose in his eyes met
the second- nature cynicism and aggression in
mine and I knew two
things: 1) he and I will
either hate each other
or love each other
before this Summer
ends; and 2) either way,
I will learn more from
this guy than I could
ever have imagined.

& Light Co. v. Secretary of Labor in

where
non- profit
lawyer/author/his- l>============dleague
... well, sectorian Stephen Kohn (the modern
ond worst. The worst team in the
representa-

word:

Case Briefing Software
Predator •••Or Prey?
How many legal cases will you have
- to brief thiS year? Are you going to be
eaten alive by case brief homework?
Don't let it happen - get BriefEasy.
BriefEasy is the most efficient way to
brief legal cases with a personal
computer. BriefEasy's fill-in-theblanks template works inside your
word processor, so there's nothing
new to learn. Works with PC or Mac,
Microsoft Word or WordPerfect.
THIS MONTH ONL Y - SA VE $201
Current students save $20 off
regular price of $49.95 (plus tx, s&h).
Use your AMEX, MC or VISA.
Call now to order your copy
(714) 957-3301

+

guess I better'et
you out of the
meeting early so
you can go find
out."
So it was
like that... swim or

-

pray plastic diving
man to some disinterested catfish on
the bottom of that
murky fish tank
some call the
Potomac. And that
is what made the
Summer great, that
gauntlet, that
urgency, that
relentless demand
to produce your

"It's time

to

best because

90 to the. fwu{ of the. pack!"

+

there's no time for

Ask for BriefEasy at your school bookstore.

mediocrity.

It was-

n't about this speeither way, I will learn more from
this guy than I could ever have
imagined.
NWC is a non- profit law
firm and public interest organization
which has argued and won many of
the landmark cases regarding
employment discrimination of federally protected nuclear and environmental whistleblowers

employed by

public utilities and government
licensees.

Like many non- profit

organizations,

NWC could use twice

some reason, Stephen h~d me

cific question of law or that list of

working with him all summer on a
variety of cases. Perhaps it was

helpful authorities anymore; it was
about doing what I had committed

happenstance,

three years to learn to do, and find-

maybe more, but I

ing out I loved doing it. It was also

was fortunate to work on a series of
cases each resulting in some sort of

about making a great friend and

filing with the Administrative

mentor in Stephen Kohn. And final-

Law

FLOYD/AHOY GRIFFITH SHOW

Judge (ALJ) or the Secretary of
Labor (Secretary). I even got to cut

ly, it was about gratitude ... realizing
that as fundamentally lonely as life

my teeth on a couple of appellate

can sometimes be, no one ever

briefs to the Fourth and Fifth Circuit

really gets anywhere all by them-

Courts of Appeal.

selves.

A lITTlE OFF TIlE TOP

Without PILF, my friends

here in l.A., my colleagues at NWC,

Among many issues I

,.,,

,l.i1 '

...

,

(

..

'.
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A Summer of Moral Sense
Heather Bushman
"I be/ieve ...that the moral
interest law in general because
sense is as much a part of our conregardless of which area it is, the
stitution as that offeeling, seeing, or
people you encounter and the
hearing ... (and) that every human
issues you face require a unique
mind feels pleasure in doing good to
understanding of not only the law,
another.
Thomas Jefferson
but of society as a whole as well as
When I wrote my proposal
yourself as an individual.
for the PILF Fellowship, I used this
As a woman and as a legal
quote as a basis, as the underlying
scholar, I found this to be especially
reason for my desire to do public
true in the area of domestic viointerest work. Throughout my life I
lence. Throughout the summer, I
have participated in
r;=====~========,]spent
two days
numerous philanthropic
I dealt with many
a week at the
B

-

organizations

and

activitiesconvictions
and I had
strong
about this idea of a
"moral sense, but I did
not realize the leve I·s It
could be taken to until
B

my experience this
summer. The work I
had done in the past
was undoubtedly very
fulfilling, but there was.
something about combining my moral sense
h
d
wit mye uca tiIon th at
surpassed this type of
fulfillment. Unlike my
previous efforts, this
work involved more
.
than just contributing
my time and lending
the proverbial h e Iping
.

hand, it involved legal

"reluctant plaintiffs"
,
which can be the most
challenging clients of
f th
all. Some 0
ese
women would walk
into the clinic with a
black eye or bite mark,
and leave the clinic

tral

•

Without their res raming order because they
• h er t 00 afrald
were elt
ral
h . b t
of angering t elr a terer further or

I

d

domestic violence clinic at
one of the
courth~uses
and thls experience opened
my eyes to a
;~~I~a~orld
always been
right in front of
me, but had
never been
acknowledged
in
mind as
themy
problem
it
truly is. While

I had read
about the legal

because they ove
issues and
them too much to take been told the
this type 0f ac t·Jon
statistics conas alnst them.
I~:rning

skills, good iudgment.
~
1:~~.>;'ru'..S".t\s-'His-tenacity and compas- ib============!l\ence,
had
sion.
never thought about how the cycle
As I had hoped, my internof violence occurs, how it affects our
ship with the San Diego Volunteer
society or how I could take action to
Lawyer Program (SDYLP) gave me
stop it. Many of the clients that
with the opportunity to work in sevcame into that clinic were in very
eral areas of public interest law,
serious, imminent danger and over
exposing me to some very interestthe course of the summer, I learned
ing clients and communities within
to analyze their situation, take the
the county. The majority of my time
appropriate legal action and help
was spent in the areas of social
them to safety, so to speak. Their
security/disability, domestic violence
sense of urgency for someone to
and AIDS, and whenever the schedactually listen and try to help really
ule allowed, I assisted the family law
made me feel like I had the power to
team. My supervisor, Jerry
change their lives, like I could help
Polansky, made every effort to see
them empower themselves.
that I was given a variety of assignMost of my efforts at the
ments so that I could not only develclinic were spent interviewing clients
op my legal skills, but so that I could
and filing temporary restraining
see how all the aspects of public
orders to be presented to the judge
interest law operate in conjunction
in ex parte hours. The process
with one another.
included writing a declaration,
A typical week at SDVLP
explaining in specific detail what
would involve clinical work, legal
had happened within the last 30
research, client interviews and cordays to constitute the request and
respondence, but I have to say that
the relationship between the parties
aside from the nature of the work,
which provided the reason the order
there was no such thing as a "typishould be granted. This was usualcal week" Every day brought unexly the most difficult part of the clinic
pected developments and every
for me because people are not
assignment presented new probalways willing to tell a stranger that
lems; it seemed that just when I
type of information and I was not
thought I had interviewed the most
always comfortable trying to get it
unusual client or had dealt with the
out of them, especially when the
most complex issue, someone or
children were present. Also, as it is
something would challenge me in a
often the case in domestic violence,
way in which I had never been chalI dealt with many "reluctant plainlenged before. Although it was try_
tiffs·, which can be the most chaling at times, I feel this was one of
lenging clients of all. Some of these
the most beneficial aspects of the
women would walk into the clinic
internship because I was always
with a black eye or bite mark, and
learning, either about the law, about
leave the clinic without their
our SOCietyor, as was often the
restraining order because they were
case, about myself. By the same
either too afraid of angering their
token, I feel that this is one of the
batterer further or because they
most beneficial aspects of public
loved them too much to take this

type of action against them. It was
absolutely astounding to witness
this first hand and it was difficult for
me to comprehend why I was having to talk them into filing the order.
In addition, I had to be cautious in the way I presented the
information to the court because
unless very precise, persuasive language is used, the court is not going
to grant the order. In my opinion,
this reflected the general perception
of domestic violence - what had in
fact been my perception prior to
working at the clinic - and this is one
of the instances in which I learned
as much about society and myself
as I did about the law. Granted, the
experience I gained interviewing the
clients, doing conflict checks with
the family court, writing declarations
and filing orders was extremely educational, but the first hand experience I gained dealing with the problem as a liaison between the victims, the perpetrators and the justice system was just as educational
and it was not something that could
have been taught to me in a casebook or through the Socratic
method. While every case presented some new unsettling element, I
always left the clinic feeling that 1
had done something significant with
my time and that in some way, my
view of things had been altered
anomer aegree .
This is not to say that my
other experiences were not equally .
eye- opening and educational, they
were in different ways. In fact,1he
work I did with SDVLP' s disabled
clients was probably the most educational in a purely legal sense. For
the most part I conducted interviews
with clients who were in pursuit of
their social security benefits. I was
to establish what the basis of their
claim was, how the evidence they
had could help or hinder them, what
was the best legal argument that
could be made on their behalf and
to what extent SDVLP could assist
them at their administrative law
hearing. Because many of the
clients suffered from mental impairments, these interviews had a tendency to become much more cornplex than they needed to be and I
had to adopt my own way of obtaining the information I needed for
SDVLP' s purposes while building a
rapport with the client. I had to be
creative at times and often take a
roundabout way of drawing out certain facts, which as I quickly
learned, is just part of a lawyer's
job, especially when in the public
interest arena. It was not easy to
find the delicate balance between
displaying my compassion and yet
keeping the client focused on the
issues at hand.
As far as my long term
goals are concerned, this part o{
internship was really prodUctive
because I am considering a care
in elder law and disability is obvi.
ously a central focus of that area
do not think an able-bodied pers.
can honestly say that they can
relate to a disabled person, but I
think it takes a special level of

understanding to really be able to
help the disabled and I feel that I
developed this understanding over
the summer and it is something 1 will
use throughout my career. It
requires a different type of compassion because unlike other areas of
public interest, such as domestic
violence and AIDS, these clients
have done nothing whatsoever to
bring these problems upon themselves. In light of this, I feel they
deserve the utmost compassion and
yet when I saw how they were treated by the justice system, I realized
this clearly was not the case. Due
to my past experiences with volunteer work, I personally have always
had an appreciation for the plight of
the elderly and disabled, but I quickly learned that society in general
does not share that appreciation.
With domestic violence, the
clients were the most surprising
aspect of my experience, but with
the social security cases, the general perception was the most surprising aspect. These clients are afflicted with impairments that seriously
diminish if not eliminate their quality
of life and more often than not, the
impairments are of such severity
that these people could not work
under any circumstances. Yet,

somebow the genera) popu)aJion is
under the impressi·on that this is a

pleasant lifestyle and that (helr
unemployment is due to mete \a'Z.\ness. It was very rewarding for me
to work with these particular clients
because not only did they provide
me with practical experience I will
need, but they were the most appreciative clients I worked with. Almost
every single client I worked with
tried to be as cooperative as possible and thanked me extensively for
my help. As downtrodden as some
of their stories were, there was
always a bright spot to the
encounter When they shook my
hand and gave me the sincerest of
thanks, leaving me with the knowledge that they really did need my
help and they really did appreciate
it.
In addition to the client
interaction, I spent quite a bit of time
doing legal research and writing on
social security issues. Of course,
these skills can always be improved
upon and I received a lot of valuable
feedback from my mentor, which will
prove to be beneficial for me if I go
into this area of law. While most
law students perform this kind of
work in their perspective jobs, I feel
that I personally gained more than
the average in that I learned something besides how to use the Code
of Federal Regulations and write a
legal memorandum. As I was sorting through the overwhelming
amount of information, trying to find
exactly what I was looking for, trying
to present it in some persuasive
manner while adhering to volumes
of rules and regulations, I realized
how complex this system is in this
country. I do not see how someone

continued on page 11
"Moral Sense"
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Central American Resource Center
Mary Carlson
Through a PILF grant, I

sions and immigration policy.
The most exciting and challenging project I worked on was
preparing a brief for submission to
the Board of Immigration Appeals.
This particular brief was for a client
whose requests for asylum, with-'
holding of deportation, and suspension of deportation were rejected by
an immigration judge at the merits
hearing. Filing an appeal with the
Board was the next step in the chain

Spent this past summer working at
the Central American Resource
Center (CARECEN), a communitybased organization located just
three blocks from Loyola. Along
with providing a broad range of
immigration services, CARECEN
organizes economic development
projects, youth outreach programs,
cultural exchanges between residents of the U.S. and EI Salvador
and other community-based servi~e
Needless to say, it was
projects.
disturbing to witness
Given my community o'rganizing background, I approached my
how U.S. foreign policy
summer with a high level of enthusidictates the number of
asm and interest. I was looking forward to delving into a new area of
asylum grants for
law, improving my practical lawyerapplicants from a paring skills, and, perhaps most signifiticular country.
cantly, learning ways to combine my
law degree and organizing experiof administrative review.
ence after graduation. Little did I
This client's appeal was
know, however, how much I would
unique in that her request for susenjoy the particulars of immigration
pension of deportation presented a
law and working at an organization
novel immigration issue: the interlike CARECEN. I would like to
pretation of the immigration-related
describe two particular projects that
provisions of the Violence Against
I found extremely interesting and
Women Act (l/AWA). VAWA was
challenging. Hopefully this brief
enacted by conqress to combat the
review will pique other studentsO
severe problems of violence against
interests in immigration law and
women, especially domestic vioencourage others to volunteer at
lence. In enacting VAWA,
CARECEN or another legal service
Congress explicitl~ recognized the
organization.
deficiencies of prior legislation, as
Throughout the summer, I
well as the inherent biases associatworked with CARECEN attorneys in
ed with domestic violence, such as
the preparation of documentation for
the societal tendency to blame the
various asylum claims. An asylum
abused rather than lhe abuser.
applicant must demonstrate either
With VAWA's passage, an enlightpast persecution or a well-founded
ened Congress aimed to provide
fear of future persecution if forced to
return to his or her country of rr=================il
origin. Establishing past perUnder VAWA, battered immisecution or a fear of future
persecution is a difficult task, grant women are eligible to
and documentation is a key
apply for suspension of
component of an asylum
deportation after residing in
seeker's application. It takes
the U..S. for three years, >
many forms, such as letters
from family and friends
rather than the customary
attesting to the persecution
seven or ten year wait.
suffered, reports from physicians and psychologists, decBefore VAWA, many immilarations from the applicant,
grant women were trapped
and reports and articles
detailing the political and
in abusive relationships
economic conditions in the
because their immigration
country of origin.
status was dependent upon
Researching the
political, economic, and
the legal status of their hussocial conditions in an applibands.
cant's respective country of .
origin was particularly interesting. I learned an incredible
new strategies, protection, and
amount about the political and ecoremedies for domestic abuse vicnomic status of a number of Central
tims.
American countries throughout this
One of the new remedies
process. Most enlightening, persignificantly affected immigration
haps, was learning specific details
law. Specifically, VAWA amended
about the policies and activities of
the Immigration and Nationality
the U.S. government in Central
Act's suspension requirements to
America, including, of course, those
allow immigrant women who were
of the CIA. Needless to say, it was
battered by their U.S. citizen or lawdisturbing to witness how U.S. forful permanent resident husbands to
eign policy dictates the number of
apply for suspension of deportation
asylum grants for applicants from a
under a special provision. Under
particular country. I found the docuVAWA, battered immigrant women
mentation process especially
are eligible to apply for suspension
intriguing because of this intercepof deportation after residing in the
tion between foreign policy deci-

.
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women in the client's country of oriU.S. for three yearS, rather than the
gin, and the ready availability of
customary seven or ten year wait.
such services and protection in
Before VAWA, many immigrant
California.
women were trapped in abusive
Each of the projects
relationships because their immigradescribed above provided me with
tion status was dependent upon the
the opportunity to further my legal
legal status of their husbands. This
research and writing skills while
provision provides immigrant
learning more about a particularly
women with an opportunity to leave
interesting area of immigration law.
their abusers without damaging their
In addition to the practical legal
immigration status.
experience I gained, it was extremeBecause of the novelty of
ly refreshing to work with attorneys
this issue, a large portion of the brief
clearly dedicated to the ideals of
focused on the client's suspension
public interest law. It certainly reenclaim. The brief detailed the conergized my commitment to pursue a
gressional intent behind VAWA, as
public interest legal career.
well as the specifics of the VAWA
I would strongly encourage
immigration provisions. It also
other Loyola students to volunteer
argued that the traditional standard
at CARECEN. It could prove to be
of review for suspension claims
an invaluable experience-perhaps
must be broadened to reflect the
by redirecting your career path to an
unique situation of battered immiarea of public interest law or, at a
grant women.
minimum, offering you the opportuTraditionally, a suspension
nity for practical lawyering experiapplicant must show that he or she
ences while assisting CARECEN in
would experience extreme hardship
its
provision of essential legal serif deported to the country of origin.
vices
to members of our community.
The traditional analysis includes a
Any
interested
students may contact
review of factors such as community
me at 736-1125.
ties, the length of time in the United
States, and proximity to family arid
friends. The brief argued that the
typical multi-factor analysis used by
adjudicators must include factors
unique to the incidence of domestic
abuse, such as the \acK 01 counse\ing sep/ices and legal protection for
victims of domestic abuse in the
country of origin, the nature and
extent of the abuse, and any counseling or medical treatment
applicant is currently receiving. The
brief examined these factors independently and in light of the particular facts of the client's case.
Besides improving my legal
writing skills, this case presented
me with the unique opportunity to
work with leading experts on
domestic violence and immigrant
women. To aid in establishing
extreme hardship, additional docuStevie Ace Flores.
mentation needed to be compiled.
Attorneys from other legal service
Killed by a drunk driver
organizations nationwide assisted in
on March 23, 1993, on Pacific Coast
detailing the lack of psychological
Highway in Wilmington, Calif.
services, general health services,
FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.
and legal protection for battered

m
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Bet Tzedek Legal Services
Michele Cobin
This summer, I worked as a
one example of the important work
law clerk at Bet Tzedek Legal
done at Bet Tzedek.
Services in Los Angeles. Bet
I first became interested in
Tzedek provides free legal assisBet Tzedek when I met Robin
tance to low-income persons, and
Sommerstein, the personnel direcmany of our clients are also elderly
tor, during on- campus interviews at
and/or disabled. Because our
Loyola. I had an opportunity to disclients are often both poor and isocuss with her both the purpose and
lated (and mostly senior citizens)
need for Bet Tzedek's work, as well
they are vulnerable to many probas the duties and responsibilities of
lems that threaten their security,
a summer law clerk. I became
health, and dignity: nursing-home
excited about this opportunity and
violations, loss of welfare and health
was happy to receive an offer for
benefits, fraud, and eviction. By
employment.
offering effective
My first three days
legal representaOne of the best feel- at Bet Tzedek were
tion, Bet Tzedek
ings I had at work spent with about fifaims to protect
teen other new law
seniors from
came from talking to clerks in orientation.
these problems.
and helping clients
My fellow studentsBet
in-training were
Tzedek is the
who might otherwise mostly second and
principal supplier
have been homeless in third year law stuof critical legal
a matter of days.
d~n~s from schools
assistance to lowwithin L.A. and from
income seniors in Ik===========daround
the country:
the Los Angeles County Area.
Michigan, University of Virginia,
Through the operation of a main
Loyola, U.C.L.A., U.S.C. and
office in Los Angeles, satellite
Southwestern. At orientation, we
offices in San Fernando Valley, and
were all provided a valuable
weekly visits to over 25 nursing
overview of several different
homes, hospitals, and private resiaspects of Bet Tzedek's legal serdences, Bet Tzedek provides services. I learned in greater detail
vices to over 10,000 clients a year.
about the widevariety of legal serRecognizing that Bet
vices Bet Tzedek offers, along with
Tzedek's work is of paramount
what my specific duties as a law
importancQ, both thQ City and

clerk would be.

County of Los Angeles have made
Bet Tzedek the exclusive grant
recipient of all funds mandated by
the Older Americans Act of 1993.
This law recognizes the special
legal problems this group faces and
provides partial funding to meet

We spent the three
days qoing carefully over a
large packet of information
about dealing with the different kinds of legal issues
we soon be encountering
in our work with real

these needs.
Besides taking on individual
cases to protect the~rights of elderly
persons, Bet Tzedek works on
- impact litigation that affects thousands of people. Recent cases
include a challenge to the constitutionality of a state law that gave
nursing homes and physicians
sweeping authority to declare residents incompetent, and then withhold or impose treatment at will.
This successful fight for the autonomy of nursing home residents is just
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either Marc Bender or June Eicker.
They brought me up to date about
the case. I was advised as to the
client's legal problem, what had
happened so far in each case, and
what would be coming next. I also
discussed with them the next steps
to take in each case, along with various strategies that might be possible. After this initial meeting with
the lawyer, it would usually be neeessary for me to do research into
each client's specific legal problems
in order to ascertain the best course
of action to take. I would also
spend a great deal oftime gathering
additional information about each
case. I would make numerous
phone calls to clients to gain more
specific facts about their case - for
example, dates, times, financial
information, etc. I also spent time
contacting bureaucratic organizations to see how my client-s issues
were being handled or to gain various pieces of information.
Sometimes it was necessary to gain
information about medical records.
Another duty I frequently
undertook for various cases was to
go on a home visit. This was often
necessary when a client was homebound and couldn't come into the
Bet Tzedek offices for an interview.
Ialso had to visit client's homes in
order to observe, assess, and docu~
ment problem areas. This onen .
involved
taking phoAn example of a case tos. This
that I handJed . . .
was most
would be student loan often necessary for
fraud. A client would cases in

I

clients. Included were
be induced to borrow which a
samples of legal forms and
client had
documents we would be
several thousand dol- a legal dishandling with each of the
lars in federal funds to pute with
various types of issues.
tt d t
their landThe first day was spent
a en a echnical
lord.
learning about
school. . .. The funds Some
Supplemental Security
would go directly to clientIncome (SSI) issues relatwere being
ed to disability and overthe school, and then, threatened
payment. We also spent
following a few months with evictime going over many valution.
able interviewing techor years, the school
Others
niques. The second day
would close.
were living
involved going through
in condisuch problems as unlawful
tions that
detainer, the Fair Debt Collection
were not habitable and were beh
Practices Act and consumer remesued by their landlords becausedies, and unemployment benefits.
they had chosen not to pay rent,
The last day we went over bankruptthe conditions were repaired. Or
cy, conservatorship, guardianship,
thing I learned in respect to this I
and powers of attorney. The three
ation was that it is always best fc
days of orientation gave me an
lessee to pay the rent- even in Ie
overview of how to deal with the
than habitable conditions. This
wide range of legal issues I soon
leaves them in a stronger po-lnc
began to deal with on a daily basis
when arguing that their apartment is
throughout the summer.
not habitable, and helps persuade
The Monday following the
the landlord or judge that repairing
last day of orientation, I was given
the conditions is the central issue.
ten client files to start with. Each file
On the other hand, a party being
was connected to a specific case
sued by their landlord for nonpayBet Tzedek had taken on for which
ment of rent may appear to be raislegal work continued to be necesing issues of habitability to avoid
sary. Each was in a different stage
past due rent payments. I also went
of the legal process. Throughout
on home visits sometimes to assess
the summer I continued to be given
living conditions in order to determore files. When assigned a case, I mine whether a potential client had
would meet with the particular
a legal problem with which Bet
lawyer supervising it, which was
Tzedekcould help. In all these
'I
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activities, I learned a great deal
about a wide range of legal processes. I gained valuable experience in
legal research for real-life situations,
gathering information for legal purposes, relating to clients, and determining the best strategies to take in
a case.
Every Monday and
Thursday morning I was scheduled
to help with client intake. This was
my opportunity to help assess a person's eligibility for legal assistance.
Although the clients had been prescreened by the legal interns (college and high school level students
who take down basic information on
the phone and set up appointments), "intake" with law clerks or
paralegals was a necessary step.
After being assigned a client and
given their file, I would pull the
appropriate checklist and call their
name. Then, I would introduce
myself and accompany them to one
of about 10 small rooms used for
the interview. By asking a series of
questions and eliciting necessary
information, as well as by assembling and organizing any documentation the client has brought in, I am
able to record information to take to
the supervising attorneys. While the
client waits, Mark Bender or June
Eicker goes over the information
and determines with my assistance
ana Juagment the veracit-t of the
c\\ent as we\\ as the e~\stence
a
\ega\ issue on which the client can
depend- Often, we decide not to
"take a case" which implies certain
responsibilities for representation,
but rather, to "take a case under
investigation." This option allowed
us to work on the file and gather
information without being bound in
the event that no actual defense
materializes for the client. Often,
however, a client would have no
legal claim and the very difficult task
of rejecting the client would befall a
law clerk (me!). This was a learning
experience that Mark Bender in particular wanted us all to learn.
Dealing with difficult Clients, as well
as the friendly, considerate, and
thankful was all a part of serving in
the public's interest.
An example of a case that I
handled from intake to closure, and
one that is typical for Bet Tzedek in
general, would be student loan
fraud. A client would be induced to
borrow several thousand dollars in
federal funds to attend a technical
school (Wilshire Computer College,
for example). The funds would go
directly to the school, and then, following a few months or years, the
school would close. Often, there
are very few classes offered, in substandard facilities, by teachers who
speak a language different than the
client. Under certain guidelines, a
student can have these types of federalloans eliminated. My job would
be to do research and to track down
facts in order to ascertain the kind of
action to take. The type of claim
available to a student depended on

0'

continued on page 11
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Harriet BuhaiCenter for Family Law
Malaika Cole
My experience as a PILF
and gives the clientwritten instrueclientwho didn't show up for an
that had happenedin the client's
Summer Fellow was extremelyposi- tions in very simple languageand
appointment. BecauseI had a real
case. For a non-profitorganization
tive. I worked at the Harriet Buhai
will go over and overthe material
problemwith the fact that a client
with such a small staff I was appreCenter for Family Law. I helpedlim- until the clientdoes understand.
hadto use their limited resourcesas ciativethat I never picked up an
ited income in pro per clientsin the
The Centerhas a staff
well as time although I understood
incompletefile. I would review not,
preparation of pleadingsdealing
entirelydedicatedto helping people. the Center's rationalefor standby
only pleadingsfiled in the client's
with family law matters. It was
There are four attorneys:Betty
appointments,I also saw my standcase but also notes made by anyextremely rewarding to work in the
Nordwind,ExecutiveDirector,Maria by appointmentseven when the
one who had helpedthe client as
pro bono field. I felt very luckyto
Salas-Mendoza,Directorof
regularappointmentshowed up. I
well as the Center's own questionhave some of my expensespaid
Education,Trainingand Volunteers, would advisethe standby appointnaires. Sometimesdepending on
while I did something I truly love.
DonnaHershowitz,Staff Attorney, illl rnentthat they might haveto waif
the client's case it would take me
Without the help of PILF I couldnot
chargeof child supportissues and
several hourswhile I finishedwith
one to several hours to familiarize
have afforded to
rr=============ilJulia
Reuschmeyer,
the regularappointmentbut I would
myselfwith their case.
work at the Buhai
Research was not StaffAttorney, in
helpthem as soon as possible. For.
There were many clients
Center because
•
chargeof all the
me this meant manyworking lunch- who I will always remember. " .
they have no budget as ted 10US because Center'sclients. There
es.
would love to tell you about each
to pay interns. As a it applied to a real is-also a supporting
My work at the Buhai
and every client but it would violate
single mother I had
life person with a staff of five to help with Center involved mostlyworkingwith confidentialityto speak about the
to be concerned the administrative
clients,projects and research. I
clients and their particularcases.
with meeting my
real legal problem. tasks. The supporting really enjoyedworking with clients. For the most part the clients were
sonls expenses if
staff was also very
Researchwas not as tedious
very appreciativeto get our help.
not my own. With the help of the
helpfuland oftenwent out of their
becauseit appliedto a real life perMost clientstook the time to thank
PILFgrant I was able to pursuethe
way to help clients. The staff work
son with a real legal problem. I
me and seemedto appreciatethe
opportunityto learn more aboutthe , Saturdaysand long hourswithout
enjoyedworking on the projects
service providedby the Center.
family law field.
overtime. They care about each
becausethey often involvedsome
Some of the clientswere very frusThe Buhai Centeris a nonand every client on an individual
aspectof makingthe Center'ssertrated by the legal system. The
profitorganizationsponsoredby the basis morethanjust as a client but
vice better.
clientswho werejust beginningtheir
Los Angeles County Bar
as a human beingdeserving of
Our first couple days at the
caseswere told very realistically
Association,Black WomenLawyers respectand dignity regardlessof
Center comprisedorientation. We
about how longtheir case would'
and the Women Lawyers
their economicworth. The staff
got a basic understandingof the
take and the steps they would have
Associationof Los Angeles. The
usually know clientson an individual workings and proceduresof the
to take to proceed. Clients in the
Centerprovides assistanceto in
basis becausethey take the time to
Center. We were given a 700 page various stages of their legal propropriapersona limited income.
listen to the client'scircumstances
manualto read and our respective
ceedingswere more understanding
clientsin family law mattersinvolvand concerns.
list of projects. We were told the list dependingon how much experience
ing dissolution and paternity,in the
I felt extremelylucky to
of projectswasn't expectedto be
they-hadalready had with the judiSouth Central community since
have the most client contact of all
completed but we were to accomcial process.
Because of the pro1982. For many clients it is the only
the legal interns. During the sumr!lish as much as possible. After
fessionalism exhibited by the Buhai
placewhere they can receiveregumer there were four other \egal
taking several days to read the
staff it was very rare that clients got
lar and continuing help with their
interns who workedat the Center. I
manualand other orientationmateri- upsetwith the Center. Whenever
family law case. The Centerfor a
worked the mostwith clients
als I beganworking on my projects. possiblethe staff went out of their.
one time ten dollar fee helpsthe
becauseof my pnor.experience.
I identifiedthe most important,tlems way to act in the client's best interclientthrough theirentire family law
Prior to comingto laWschool I volon the list and began, By FridayI
ests. The attorneyclient relationlegal proceeding. With the rising
unteeredfor a year at the Maynard
had familiarizedmyselfwith two
ship was highlyvalued and the staff
numberof people who file in pro per -Tollln'Propia PersonaLegal Clinic,
caseswhich neededto be
adheredto a strict confidentiality
they fill a gap which is steadily
a project of the Los Angeles Legal
researchedand began researching - standards;
increasing. Often these peopleare
Aid Foundation,helpinglow income the issues at our law library.
Often my work with the
taken advantage of by typing serclients in the preparationof family
The BuhaiCenter, with a
clientswould overlapwith projects.
vices who offer to help them for
law pleadings. Springsemester I
very limited budget, has a very limit- Several of my projectsinvolved
hundredsof dollars who are not
completedan extern- rr===========================-=;Jdoing
researchon partieattorneysand sometimesgive very
ship with Maynard
ular cases. One of my
bad and misleadingadvice.
Toll. With a year and
The Center-provides assistance to in pro- projectswas to compile
I found the organizationof
a half experienceand pria persona limited income cllents in fami- a ca~efor a clientw~o
the Centerto be its strongestasset. the goal of helpingas
•
hadJuststarted coming
The Centerrelies on voluntiers
many clients as possiIy law matters involving dissolution and to the Center. Her case
supportedby a small staff. Anyone
ble I was chosento,
paternity in the South Central community had been going on since
who is willing to undergotraining
have the most contact
1982 F
ll t lt l th
I 1992,she couldn't afford
and make a small commitmentto
with clients. My work since
or many c len s I IS e on y a lawYeranymore and
the Center can be a volunteer
at the Centerwas
place where they can l"eceive regular and the case was so extenregardlessof whether or not they
basicallyan extension continuing help with their family law case. sive that i~took me sevhave a legal background. Most
of an externshipwith
eral days Justto orgaclientsare seen in the contextof a
the MaynardToll In
nizethe file: My efforts
clinic. In a clinic several clientsat
Propia PersonaLegalClinic last
ed library. My work at the Center
paid off very shortly because once I
the same stage in a similarfamily
semester. I felt very confidentand
involvedseveral appointmentsa
got the case organizedit was
law proceeding are led throughthe
well trained to help clients.
week. Originally I was scheduledto referredvery quicklyto a private
preparationof the pleadingsby a
My first week at the Center I work with four clients a week; howattorneywho agreedto handlethe
volunteer. The clinics are divided
volunteered and lead a clinic when
ever, becauseI enjoyedworking
case pro bono. I also worked on
into dissolution I, II and III and
the volunteer canceledat the last
with clients and there was such a
organizingthe Center's file cabinet.
paternity I, II and III. Clientsare
minute. This was the beginningof a need I usually saw six or seven
The file cabinetcontainedsample
also helped on an individual-basis
very hectic summer. My goal in
clientsa week. On Wednesdayand pleadingsand points and authorities
accordingto their particularcircumchoosingthe BuhaiCenterto work
Fridays,Julia Reuschmeyer,my
for situationswhich didn't come up
stances or if a client doesn't fit withwas also to rectifythe four to five,
supervisorwould answerthe phone very often and usuallyweren't covin one of the prescribed clinics. All
month backlog at the Center.
lines and answer questionsfor
ered in the manualas well as samclinics and individual appointments
Working at MaynardToll we would
clients andlor schedulethem for
pie letters for parties not directly
are supervised by one of the staff
often refer clientsto the Buhai
individualappointmentsdepending
involved in a case like the other parattorneys.
Center. It was difficultfor me to
on the circumstancesof their case.
ty's employer,court clerks, etc.
The clients are given as
refer clients knowingit would be
Julia would ask me if I mindedtakIt took me the entireten
muchtime as necessaryfor them to
several monthsbeforethey would
ing on another client when she felt it weeks to finishthe file cabinet orgaunderstandthe legal proceeding
have accessto help. I did as much was necessary. I didn't havethe
nizing it so the materialwas readily
they are initiating as well as it's con- as I could to helpwith the backlog. I heart to turn down a client who
accessible. lIearned a great deal
sequences. The staff goes out of
sawall my scheduledclients, all my neededmy help. I would prepare
organizingthe file cabinet becauseI
their way to be very patientwith the
standby appointmentsas well as
for an appointmentby readingthe
clients. If someone doesn't underseveral emergencycases. During
entirefile of the client. I COUldn't
continued on page 12
standthe staff explains everything
my time at the CenterI never had a help the client without knowingall
Harriet Buhai
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Defining Public Interest in TransCultural litigation
, Jose Fuentes
including primary and secondary
forest were cleared.
A complaint was filed by a government forestry engineer in 199 in
a regional prosecutors' office in
Guacimo located in Costa Rica's
Atlantic region. The complaint
alleged that the multinational
banana company GEEST
CARIB6EAN, via their locatsubsidiary GEEST DE COSTA RICA,
obtained permits from the Forestry
Department of the Ministry of
Natural Resources to clear parcels
of forest on various tracts of land
they purchased to develop banana
farms. The complaint states that
GEEST and their agents eliminate
approximately 700 hectares (2.2
acres
1 hectare) of forest beyond
the scope of their permits, and furthermore that the permits were "
defective and therefore null and
"void. The attorneys at JPN studied
the file and saw the opportunity to
use the case as a test case in many
aspects. First the attorneys pointed
out to the prosecutor that they must
request the Court to add several
more crimes to the list of accusations, such as clear cutting up to the
riverbanks, eliminating buffer zones
In my space I read about a
I researched the annual reports of the
from Tortuguero National Park,
Spanish Tourism Corporation that
money
changing course of streams and
wreaked havoc in Central American
International Labor Organization (lLO)
was lackaquifers, etc. The Court grante~ the
countries. "Well, the Dominican
see what type of violation had been fned ing, since
amendment of the complaint.
Republic is not fruitful anymore so
against Pana rna for violating the
treaty tnhoenY-gaorev_a Second, administrative proceedlets move to Costa Rica. They have
land to be developed and tourist to
on indigenOltis'people. . .. I had to read ernf1j18ntal ings were initiated against the
of Natural Resources for
be taken care of. We will make
about endless child rapes and killing by °tirognatnhiZea-Ministry
granting
illegal permits and failing to
home away from home for the
guard
that
the permits were corntourist class."
governmental death squads in Central
contacts
plied
with.
Third,
the attorneys filed
Through the fog, I can see lights
America.
Iwhere
a
civil
damage
action
against
and rolling mountains and darkness.
plentiful.
GEEST
and
the
State
for the
The fog engulfs us and shakes us ,ih=:;=======================dOneofthe
destruction
of
the
natural
resources
up and the voice cease. We are
resources "to cook. There other job
attorneys was a Supreme Court' lost
in
the
forest
destruction.
spat out and the tires hit the ground.
is raising the children. There next
alternate. Another was an ex-judge
My work on this case was
There are a few claps and I roll my
job is being involved in their children
and then there was the law profes. assessing the true value of the loss
eyes.
school to make sure the children are
sor running the show. Well, not
0(700 hectares of tropical rainforI speak spanish to the immigraobtaining a decent education. Lastly
quite. The show was run by an
est.
The norm in Costa Rica up to
tion officer but he is skeptical. Your
and most importantly in this culture
American attorney who happens to
now
has been to assess damages
language is different and you look
is their duties toward their husband.
be a female and had a wealth of
in
terms
of wholesale value of timdifferent, besides you have long
Women's duty toward their husinternational contacts.
ber cut. My fellow intern and I were
hair and speak funny. What are you
band, lover, mate, etc., is vital for
CASE WORK IN COSTA RICA
to find out how to argue to the court .
doing here? What school do you 99
her existence. This job is the source
There are two cases that I
to appoint environmental economy
to? Where are your school papers?
of her abuse, societal respect, and
worked on this summer. They both
experts to evaluate the loss of the
think to myself, "are you going to
some times her death. However,
"involved international law. The first
biodiversity to. Costa Rica. This has
arrest me or let me in". Have a good. this is the culture.and while some
case involVes a law suit against a
stay.
women have organize to oppose
company and the second one
never been done in Central America
Well the garble above captures
their oppressor they need help to
involves a suit against the
to our knowledge. Therefore, our
what my summer would be like in
break the chain of oppression and
Panamanian government.
work involved researching for interCosta Rica. Trans-cultural experi- .
cultural tradition.
GEEST Caribbean Case
national customary norms that took
into account the market failure when
ence like trans-cultural litigation
MEN IN THE COSTA RICAN
The British owned and Bahamas
takes a lot of understanding and
COUNTRY SIDE
incorporated transnational, GEEST
assessing the penalty for natural
patience. To elaborate on this
He is the bull or the hoarse that
CARRIBEAN, came to Costa Rica
resources.
theme I will talk about the Costa
must use his body to earn his daily
in 1990 to expand their banana
PANAMA CASE
Rican culture, their lawyers, and the'
bread. His work sometimes result in
business. They
rr==========~======Oil
crisis.
cases I work on. Through my obserhim becominq sterile in the banana
purchased many
0
f th
tt
The oil
vation I hope to convey the mesplantations. His culture makes him
tracts of land on
ne 0
e a orn eys was a crisis if the
sage that public interest work
be quit about his problems since it is
the Atlantic slope
Supreme Court alternate.
1970's
involves respect for the people you
not manly. The result of his manual
under numerous
Another was an" ex-judge
trickled
are representing, the people you are work means early retirement which
locally incorporated
down to
working with and in general respecttranslate into more work for his
business associaand then there was the law affect the
ing the sovereign identity of other
woman.
tions owned by
professor running the show. indigeeven if it means a violation of yours.
FUTURE GENERATIONS IN THE·
GEEST DE
il==================='lno,us
peoCOSTA RICAN CULTURE
COSTA RICAN COUNTRY SIDE
COSTA RICA. GEEST applied to
pie of Panama. While indigenous
The "Tlcos" are a strange bunch.
The question is what future? The
the Forestry division of the Ministry
people did not worry to much about
They can be. divided into the city
rate in which Costa Rica's bio-diverof Natural Resources for permits to
the shortage of oil, much of the
folks and the country people. The
sity and Climate is being changed
clear cut lands to open banana
city folks call each other "rna he"
could mean no future for the new
plantations. Some permits were
continued on page 12
which literally means maggot. This
children. They have no local voice
issued. Thousands of acres of land
Trans-Cultural

group while interesting and relativeSitting in a plastic seat looking at
ly well educated is naive and ignothe faces and hearing the voices.
rant of other groups in their society .
. They look young but dress and
These
other groups in the Costa
speak old. They are excited and
Rican
society
are the interesting
already planning the night activities
ones for trans-culfor their two
turallitigation.
week summer
The "Ticos" are a strange
The issues that'
camp/summer
bunch.
They
can
be
dlvldthese
groups face
school in
are
different
for
ed into the city folks and
Costa Rica.
women,
men,
and
They are
the country people. The the future generathe squandercity folks call each other tions.
ers, the
WOMEN IN
wasters, the
"mahe" which literally
COSTA RICA'S
polluters of the
means
maggot.
COUNTRY SIDE
world. From
their behavior
As the rest of
you can infer that they lack any
the world, she is a second class citienvironmental conscious. But, you
zen. If she is lucky she only has 4
can not blaine them. Everything has
jobs instead of 5. The unlucky
always been taken care of by somewomen have to work in banana, cofone else.
\ fee, or fruit plantations. Some have
I am trapped with them for three
to work as maids for the transhours in a capsule and have to hear
national hotels that promise jobs to
about their plans to wreak havoc.
the local pollution washing toilets.
They are loud and do not seem to
Almost all have to work at home as
consider other interests beside their
their first or second job. The cookown. If they could just pause for
ing, cleaning have to be done by
.second and appreciate their sursomeone. Not to mention the shoproundings then the capsule would
ping for food and finding natural
be a better environment.'

a

and little foreign voice to protest
what their parents and government
are doing. Some of these children
are already feeling this crisis as they
beg in the streets without shoes for
hand downs. Other's play in contaminated rivers where no biota exist
and some of the new generation are
born deformed. Yet,the government
turns their heads in order to accommodate trans-national interests.
COSTA RICAN ATIORNEYS
Board meeting is at 2:30 and
. they show up at 3:30. Some of them
have to be reminded of the time and
date of the meetings even though .
the schedule has been the same for
over a year. Hard work is not in their
vocabulary or they try to keep it out.
However, when it is time to do
real work they know how to do
movidas which translates into
"knowing how to play the system".
The system is straight forward and
the people accept that it is a corrupt
one. There is no hiding the ball. If
you want a case to move in your
favor then money and who you
know plays a decisive role.
.
The team I worked Jor was no
exception. "
While

to

\LO
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,
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Protection and Advocacy, Inc.,:
Dov .Lutzker
Dev Lutzker
I know too many lawyers who
hate their jobs. Unlike many of my
peers who entered law school simply to find a job, I promised myself
that I would use my legal education
to pursue an area of personal interest.
One of those areas of interest is disability rights law. While in
law school, I felt pressure to join the·
fray of frantic job seekers vying for a
precious few corporate positions. I
interviewed with a few big firms during OCI last year.
However, I had
extreme difficulty
When the
telling the interviewers why I wanted to
work for their firm
because I honestly
didn't. After going
through QCI, I began
looking into opportuni-

parental relief, for parents so they
the knowledge that the other famican do such things as work and
lies were not so lucky. One hope is
sleep. The parents called because
that PAl representation at select
the respite hours were cut. Without
hearings provides a precedent for
the respite, their child will have to be similar cases so that the mere threat
placed outside the home, where
of PAl involvement produces results
there are apparently no appropriate
long before a hearing.
.
placements. I brought this to the
One day early in the sumattention of a staff attorney who
mer the law clerks spent all day on
agreed to represent the family at the
an emergency project to try to keep
hearing. I conducted the client
a care facility from closing without
interview the following day. Once
the proper notice and transition
again, I laughed to myself because
time. We researched the legality of
the interview was simply a replicaclosing a facility and whether a TRO
tion of ECN. I was surprised at how
or an injunction would be appropricomfortable and prerr===========iIate.
While I was
pared I felt playing the
The patient was working on this, I got
role of an attorney.
plead not guilty a call from a satellite
After the initial inter-..
staff attorney who
view, we met with the
Insanity by a court had a guardianship

disability calls, the receptionist gathers some preliminary information
about the caller and the purpose of
the call. I got a list of callers and I
called them back, found out their
issue and figured out what resolution was necessary. The first calls
were scary, but not much different
than the interviewing part of ECN.
Some calls could be resolved in a
few minutes during the initial conversation while others required consultation with a staff attorney and
extensive legal research. Still other
callers were
provided repreadministra- sentation by

tive staff of the state
hospital learned that
PAl people were on
site they freaked out
'

(to .use a complex legal
term). They treated us

PAL
Sometimes
the caller needs
information'
w~ich i~ contamed m the
PArmaterials.

J

I

attorney and cranked
out a brief on the spot.
Then I met with the
client again to prepare

appointed attorney
and told the se _

n

tence would be 90
days. That was 13

question. I excused
~ysel~ from the facilIty project to
research and resolve

for the hearing.
~he guardianship
The previous
Issue. It was an
llk
R I h
day I called the adminyears ago.
intense and lengthy
I e we were
aP
istrative
law
judge
who
day.
Nader showing up at
presided over the hearing to ask for
I also, worked at the North
Protection &
Ford fora Pinto'
phone or ~ail
a
continuance
with
the
respite
con.
Los
AngeleS
County Regional
Advocacy, Inc. I was
•
the matenals to
tinued in the interim. The judge
Center and the Orange County
relieved that I could
deslqn conference.
them. The
denied my request before I really,
Regional Center. This field work
answer the interview-·
direct contact
understood what was happening.
was similar to my PAl work, except
er's questions with
with callers was
_That was definitely a learning expethere were very limited resources at
interest and sincerity. While excited
very rewarding because many
",-rtence,
'At the hearing, I assisted
the quasi-satellite offices, but I was
to be offered a position, I could not
callers have spent many frustrating
counsel in questioning the witnesssurprised that \ was able to answer
afford to work for free. PILF's sumyears trying to get straight answers
es. The regional center did not
many inquiries with limited materimer grant allowed me to work for a
from someone. I discovered that
have legal representation and was
als. I referred some questions to
public interest firm and pursue an
many callers were appreciative
clearly frustrated at their inability to
the main office. At NLACRC, there
area of personal interest. I applied
even to hear that I Cfidn't know the
submit evidence in the appropriate
. are 7,400 consumers and I Client
for and was awarded a PILF grant
answer to a question and would try
format.
Right's Advocate so my assistance.
- to work for Protection & Advocacy,
to find 9Ut. For many, the opportuAfter the hearing I stayed to
was definitely needed and appreci- .
Inc., which is a nonprofit corporation
nity to vent their frustration and
discuss it with the attorney and
ated.
established in 1978 to act as the
anger was enough.
judge. The judge said that the next
Another mrmorableevent
agency in California responsible for
PAl assembled pamphlets
hearing he expected me to lead and
was a calli took from a patient at a
the protection of individual rights for
on complicated issues such as
the attorney to assist. I asked if the
state hospital. Th~ patient was .
persons with disabilities. Protection
Medi-Cal and Social Security which
hearings are conducted the same
plea~ not guilty ins~nity by a court
and Advocacy (PAl) has a handis in a simple question and answer
when there are no attorneys. The
appointed attorney: and told the senbook which outlines priority issues;
format. The law and procedures are
judge explained that the hearings
tence would be 90 :days. That was
however, disability rights law covers
so complicated in those areas that
are much more informal when there
13 years ago. I made some calls every area of the law that effects
many attorneys don't even underare no attorneys and are conducted
and verified the information. In conindividuals who do not have a disstand it. PAl's materials assist indias a series of monologues by the
suiting with attorneys, I learned that
ability as well as legal concerns
viduals in understanding what their
parties. What struck me was how
this is a common occurrence.
specific to individuals with a disabilirights are and how to assert them.
invaluable legal representation was
Forensic patients lna state hospital
ty. Thus, I was exposed to many
Many individuals are not receiving
for the parents. Without us, the parare locked up and often forqotten '
different areas of the law, from crimall the support that is available
ents would have no legal support for
about. The patientlwas extremely
inallaw to trusts and wills.
because they do not know how to
their claims and were facing the
appreciative that I was just listening.
PAl provided immediate
access various resources. Some
three top administrators at the
I conducted a number of interviews
hands on experience. I participated
calls were outside the scope of what
regional center, which would be
with the patient and established
in every aspect of work at PAL I
PAl does. For example, a grandintimidatihg for any parent. With
direct contact between the patient
sometimes acted like an
mother got PAl's number in the '
legal representation, the hearing
and the patient right's advocate.
attorney and I somephone book and
was held by formal legal procedure
While I was able to obtain direct
times acted as a recepThe first calls
called because her
and the regional center administraassistance for this patient, there are
tionist or secretary. The
.
b
grandchildren were
tors where outmatched, frustrated,
thousands of similar patients and
summer clerks were
were scary, ut being abused by
, and overwhelmed. Further, the
only one on site advocate. These
sent mtcrmancnoackets
not much different their father.
attorney explained that while the
" are truly the forgotten people in
to read before we
than the interview- Although PAl doe.s
parents claim deserves representasociety.
arrived, which provide
not cover domestic
tion, the legal staff rarely h-astime to
Finally, I attended a training
an overview of a variety
ing part of ECN. abuse, I researched
do representation such as this and
at a state hospital with the other law
of areas of the law which
the children's
that the primary reason for agreeing
clerks. When the administrative
PAl covers. The first two days on
options and called their grandmothto represent these parents was to
staff of the state hospital learned
the job were spent with an intensive
er back.
train me. These parents won a lotthat PAl people were on site, they
overview of the materials. By the
One of the first and most
tery. They called at the right time
freaked out (to use a complex legal
end of the week, I was put on the
valuable experiences I had this
and lucked out. I know of at least
term). They treated us like we were
phones.
summer began when I took a call
10 parents at the same regional
Ralph Nader showing up at Ford for
Since PAl is a nonprofit
from a parent who had a hearing
center with a similar situation who
a Pinto design conference. It's nice
public interest firm, it does not solicit
that same week. The parents have
will go to hearing without represen- , ,to know that PAl has an impact. We
business like a private firm. Rather,
a son with acute developmental and
tation. After the hearing, the parindividuals in the community receive
physical disabilities. The parents
ents thanked me profusely. My
continued on page 13
PAl's number through various forms
both work and are able to provide
reaction was mixed between the
Protection and Advocacy
of outreach. When a person with a
excellent care for their son.. The
excitement of helping a family and
regional center provides respite, or
ties in ar~as of the
law that I was interested in. When I
interviewed with

could either
relay the information to the
caller over the
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Reclaiming Our Instinct for Survival:
Helping Battered Women Who Kill
Vanessa Shinmoto
"Battered women have a right to
self- defense."
- Suzanne Donovan, from Texas
Council on Family Violence

-AliI remember were that there
were many fights and I'd try and
fight back as best as I could. "
- Bemone Nickerson, woman convicted of killing her abuser
The Gatesville prison for
women sits innocuously in the middie of a wide plain of vibrant green
grass. The most imposing thing
about it is the tall, grey fences with
barbed wire encircling their tops.
From the outside, escape appears
impossible: It's 10 minutes before
I'm scheduled to interview Bemone
Nickerson, a possible clemency
petition candidate. I've been waiting
to meet Jana, the other person who
will be interviewing Bemone. I seek
refuge from the Texas heat underneath a guard tower. But the heat is
inescapable, following me even
rr==============~lt

lent when applying self- defense to
ing to pulling a gun on her, kicking
women who kill abusive husbands
her in the stomach when she was
or boyfriends. According to
pregnant and almost putting her eye
. Suzanne Donovan from the Texas
out. After each violent episode"
he'd become loving and promise
Council on Family Violence (TCFV),
that he'd never do it again. She
in disproportionate number of cases
endured this abuse for 5 years.
involving women defendants for vioThen one day, while he came at her
lent crimes, judges routinely refuse
to allow attorneys to introduce the
with his fists clenched, she manissue of self- defense. Judges deny
aged to reach for the gun he kept in
women this defense even when the
the nightstand drawer and shoot
him.
circumstances of her crime suggest
Her relationship
with her
self- defense may be an issue.
boyfriend possessed nearly all the
Also, attorneys who represent
characteristics of an abusive relawomen sometimes fail to consider
tionship: escalation of violence, a the possibility of self- defense.
pattern alternating between loving
Currently, the Women's Advocacy
and violent behavior, extreme jealProject and TCFV are working on
ousy, extreme and rapid mood
the possibility of conducting s_emichanges.
Like other battered
nars to educate defense attorneys
women, she lived in constant fear of about the use of self- defense in the
him, never knowing what would trigcase of women who kill or assault
ger his aggression and always trytheir abusers.
ing to appease him.
Her story
During a training session in
resembfes the stories of other batSan Antonio, Ms. Donovan also
tered women but it is more than a suggested that society is extremely
story about an abusive relationship.
uncomfortable with the idea of viois a story about the instinct for
lent women. Our patriarchal culture
self- preservation which exists in all
labels physical violence and aggresof us. This instinct surfaces whension as masculine qualities available
ever we experience an immediate
to men but not women. Without that

A chill goes through me
as Ihear the gate click
shut behind us and \ threat to our pers.onall
l wonder
safet~
or our hves.
A ch',\\ goes '-'hrough me hormone
sense \''Ie crossed more During those frightening ...
\.
known
than just a physical
moments,
this instinct
~ as I hear the gate click
as
wipes out all conscious
sh
t
b
h'
d
d
I
testosboundary. Suddenly, the thought while the desire
U
e.n
US an
terone,
urge to flee descends on to survive takes over. In sense I've crossed more "normal"
me and I clutch my note- her cl~mency applibation,
than just a physical
WOmen
Ms. Nickerson, wrote that b
d
S d
are supbook to ward it off.
she never intended to kill
oun ary. u denly, the posedly
Ib==============="her
boyfriend,
she just urge to flee descends on incaunder the shade of tower. I clutch
fired the g~n to keep him me and I clutch my note- pable of
from hurtmg her. Now
•
physical
my notebook nervously and take
she's
serving
time
for
her
book
to
ward
It
off.
aggresdeep breaths. I've never met a prisoner before. In my world, prisoners
are "Other" or "them," terrible people
who commit heinous crimes and
don't deserve to see the light of day.
For many people, prisoners are
nothing more than drug addicts,
murders, rapists, robbers, thieves
and other vicious people.
I've read her file and in it I
have found a story which doesn't fit
the stereotypes. Instead, the file
tells a story about an incividual
woman coping in with a world that
does not value her gender or her
race. Ms. Nickerson is a 26 year
old, African- American woman who
struggled with violence her entire
life .. Her stepfather physically
abused her mother and she married
at 17, in an attempt to escape the
violence in her home. Her husband
left 8 months later to Germany and
she met her abuser. They dated for
6 months and during the time they
dated, he was very charming and
loving. After 6 months, he persuaded her to move in with him and
that's when the physical abuse
began. At first the abuse was
"mild: Mostly, he'd blow up over
nothing and push her .or shove her
against the wall. Eventually, the
violence gradually escalated, from
shoving, to slapping, from slapping
to punching, from punching to chok-

crime.
People who aren't familiar
with domestic violence usually don't
recognize the importance of selfpreservation for battered women.
These people constantly ask the
same question: "Why didn't she just
leave?" When I explain the many
reasons, financial, psychological
and emotional, why women can't
leave, some people still insist that a
woman should leave. Perhaps
underlying their failure to understand a battered woman's perspective is a notion that any "selfrespecting woman- would leave
such an awful relationship.
Because they stay, battered women
are "self- respecting women and
thus not worthy of our compassion,
protection or help. This judgmental
attitude intensifies when a battered
woman kills her abuser. Often peo-.
pie proclaim emphatically, "She didn't have to kill him. If she was
abused, she could've just left.
Leaving is always preferable to
killing: No matter how hard I try to
convince people of the difficulty
involved in leaving, they remain
unconvinced.
The law recognizes the
importance of self- preservation in
the doctrine of self- defense. Yet
courts and judges becomeambiva-

sion. A
woman who kills calls into question
general social beliefs regarding the
life- giving attributes of women such
as nurturing, gentleness and supportiveness. As a result of these
attitudes, the courts punish battered
women who kill with longer prisons
sentences than men who commit
similar crimes. Ms. Donovan noted
that this was true even when the
women used self- defense.
The recent experience of a
friend hints at our culture's discernfort whenever women fight back. A
friend of mine was recently mugged
while she walked home from work.
As the mugger reached for her
purse, she pushed him against a
wall and ran as fast as she could.
Later, when she talked to the police
one of them said to her, "You
shouldn't have pushed him because
a young woman like you could've
gotten hurt. You should've let him
take your purse: For her, pushing
the attacker was an act of selfpreservation and she didn't think
twice. She felt angry that the police
officer should criticize her actions
when she was the one being
attacked. In essence, he criticized
her for not acting the way a woman
should act when confronted with a
threat. Rather than fight back,

women should act passively and let
a mugger take their purses. In the
context of an abusive relationship,
women should leave and not fight
back.
A few minutes before the
interview, Jana shows up and a
guard escorts us past the fence and
_into a small cottage. A chill goes
through me as I hear the gate click
shut behind us and I sense I've
crossed more than just a physical
boundary. Suddenly, the urge to
flee descends on me and I clutch
my notebook to ward it off. Before I
enter the cottage, I look past the
fence and snatch a glimpse of the
other side; the side of freedom.
How many women have looked past
that same fence, taking in the landscape of the other side? And how
many of them were abused by husbands, lovers, boyfriends, fathers,
brothers before they ended up
here?
. We enter the cottage and
another guard takes us to the interviewing room. It's drab and
depressing. A large thick, black
wire mesh encircles the center of
the room. Surrounding it is a long,
cheap orange formica- looking
table, with lots of chairs perched in
front. Ms. Nickerson emerges on
the other side of the wire mesh. I'm
amazed by how everything is tightly
controlled. We sit down, introduce
ourselves and the interview begins.
During the interview I find
my-self asking her the same awful
question people who don't understand ask.
Why didn't you leave?
"I didn't leave even after I
stopped loving him because I wanted my kids to have father," she'
said quietly. "I figured a father was
important to them so I thought I'd
stay and try to stick it out."
Her conviction for voluntary
manslaughter and her subsequent
punishment suggest a vicious criminal who poses a danger to society.
Yet, her reason for staying reveals a
woman who loved her children so
much she was willing to jeopardize
her own life. The depth of her love
for her children demonstrates qualities associated with motherhood;
nurturing, selflessness and concern
for others. These qualities are not
associated with killers and yet technically that is how society views Ms.
Nickerson. Since she stayed in the
relationship, she had to fight back
as best as she could to survive.
Eventually, the day came when she
had to kill him to ensure her own
survival.
A feminist critique of our
culture points out that allour laws
and unspoken rules originate from a
masculine perspective which does
not account for women's experience. This critique applies in Ms.
Nickerson's case. She stayed with
her abuser because she wanted her

a

continued on page 13
Battered Women Who Kill
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"Moral Sense" from page 4

II

with a disability and no legal education or background could possibly
ge.tthrough the system successfully
without some sort of assistance.
This confirmed my convictions about
.
t hISarea of law more than anything
else. Compassion factors ',nto the
equation, the legal issues are lmpor-

needed your help. And along the
same lines, it is one thing to lend a
hi'
ti e pmg hand or donate your spare
me,
II but it is another thing to focus
a of your attention and put your
skills to the test in an effort to see
.
Justicedone.
I do not know that anytho
109can compare to the feeling of
tant and the growing number of peoknowing that someone's life is better
pie in this situation speaks to the
b
ecause they have crossed your
inevitabi\in•
of addressinq th'ls 'Issue,
th'; In f act I am not sure who bene'J
pa
but seeing the
logistics of the

II

Bet Tzedek from page 6

II

many factors, including if the student ever completed high school,
wh at year th e sc h00 I cIosed ,an d
wh eth er th e ~
rederaI government has
taken official notice of the closing of

client lives in a portion of the county
with rent control. There are different legal arguments and defenses
available to a tenant, but the'
t
t
t ti
~
s ronges pro ec on comes nom
the schools by listing it on the
strict regulations and enforcement
closed sc h00 II'IS.
t Unf 0 rtunat eIy f or that is offered in rent control cities
students caught in the student loan
rk th C'ty f Hid
lee
I 0 0 Iywoo and Santa
fraud scheme, the process of getMonica (though this might change
ting their loans erased takes some
d t
t h' h
I
ue a recen Ig profi e cases
fime. It .ISpassIlbl e t 0 accomplish,
regarding rent control). While
II clients wait in the waiting room or

~.mfi~h~dl.~=======S=C=E~N~E~S~F~R~O=M=T=H=E=P=I=L=F=A=U~C~T~IO=N~,~1~9~9~4=~====J,
demonstrated to
me that there is
truly a need for
the elderly and
disabled to
receive more
legal representation and assistance than they
have been
receiving in the
past.

acro~~~~~fueFame~
Market, I fill out the necessary legal
documents by hand. These then
get a preliminary check by Mark or
June before someone from the secretarial staff types it up. A second
review by Mark or June makes the
document ready for pick up by the
client, who can then take it to the
appropriate courthouse for filing.
On occasion, a client is disabled or
unable to make the trip, and though
it is rare, a clerk may be asked to
take the client on short field trip out

Unfortunately,
this is true in the
area of AIDS as
well and I realized this comparing my expertence at the AIDS
legal clinic to the
response of the
general public to
AIDS. Unlike
most
of the
areas 11
I worked
in this

of the office. The client must go
and file personally, however,
because in the instance described
above the client is acting "pro se",
and we are not officially acting as
their attorney.
One of the best feelings I
had at work came from talking to
and helping clients who might otherwise have been homeless in a matter of days. They often walked in
the door with papers they did not

GLUG, GlUG, GLUG!

fully understand what to do with, full
, of apprehension. I was often able
summer however, l!=:=============~===~==============dJ
to calm them down, explain their sitI was not surprised at any aspect of
fits more.fue person who needs the
however. and a diligent law clerk
uation and options, and prepare the
the AIDS project. For the most part,
help or the person who gives it.
can assist greatly in this matter,
necessary papers for them so they
everything was as I expected
Overall, I feel that I benetitseNing as a useful advocate
could get control of their case and
regarding the clients behavior, the
ted immensely from working with
through the process of the appeal.
begin to pursue their legal rights.
society's response to the problem
SDVLP and if I had to summarize
One of the most lmpojtant
As a law clerk at Bet Tzedek this
and even my own viewpoint. I
summer, I had
learned a lot from a legal standpoint
an extraordinary
and I feel that this is an area of the
opportunity to
law that needs to be more develprovide necesoped given the rapidly increasing
sary legal sernumber of AIDS victims in this counvices to one of
try. As a student, it was great expethe most underrepresented
rience because I was exposed to a
groups in sociwide variety of legal issues; landlord! ety. Bet Tzedek
tenant, employee discrimination,
is an excellent
property rights, trusts and wills, crimorganizaition that
inal charges,etc.
offered me
As a person though, it was a
important legal
sobering experience because with
training in a varievery single client, I knew that'
, ety of areas,
regardless of how serious their legal
ranging from
problem was or how much we could
client contact
help him or her solve it, there was so
and advocacy to
much more for them to face when
legal research
they left that clinic and there was
and memo-writnothing anyone could do to help
ing. I also draftthem. Ironically, by the time the
ed legal docuwork was complete; the clients were
ments and preusually in better spirits than the
rr===========~=;';F~~~~~~~~~;;;;;;;;";;;;;";;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;~IIP~red
briefs and
attorneys and interns, and they were
for
very appreciative for the help. While b==============:,==~=~~==~-:=:===:~~~~=.=====:=~~=.=~dJ.W.ltnesses
what I learned into one sentence, I
tasks associated with intake is the
administrative hearings. I enjoyed
the "moral sense" is what drives
would use the quote from Jefferson
filing of an answer for clients served developing these valuable legal
people to do this type of work, it is
to do it. I learned more valuable
wifu a three day notice to quit.
skills while providing an essential
always nice when the person is
lessons about the law in ten short
Tenants who have complaints filed
service to those who need it.
grateful for your efforts - ,it makes
weeks at SDVLP than I learned in
against them are given five days
Moreover, assisting elderly persons
your work all the more rewarding.
ten long months of law school and I
from the service date to answer the
who are in dire need of legal serIn fact, after my summer
feel that if everyone took the opporcompliant. Often, clients would
vices appealed to me. I have long
with SDVLP, I feel that this rewardtunity to realize this moral sense as
come into the office with incomplete been committed to defending the
ing feeling is what separates public
part of the Constitution, we would
information/documentation regardrights of people with little voice in
interest from other areas of law.'
have fewer problems in society and
ing their landlord problem, but with
our system, and this position providWhile it is true that hard work and
more satisfied lawyers in practice??
only one day: or even a few hours,
ed just such an opportunity.
dedication give one a sense of satisbefore their answer is due.
faction and it is very fulfilling to win a
Fortun~tely, Bet Tzedek has a well
big case or settlement, it is truly
organized and efficient system for
rewarding to know that your success
helping these clients complete their
has not only been a victory for you
answer. Much depends on if the
but for someone who desperately

-~-_&_,
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Harriet Buhai from page 7
also had to update the material
especially by checking and changing
whenever appropriate the material to
reflect the new Family Law Code.
I learned a great deal working at the Center. I got extensive
training in interviewing a client. I
saw firsthand the problems caused
by not thoroughly interviewing a
client. Further, I got to follow several
cases to completion. At Maynard
Toll we often prepared one of two
small steps. We rarely completed a
case other than to correct a small
mistake on a judgment or something.
At Buhai I started some cases and
finished others. I learned the family
law process from start to finish. With
a thorough understanding of the
entire process I was better able to
help clients at the beginning and during their cases.
I would recommend the
Harriet Buhai Center for Family Law
as an excellent place to work. The
staff made you feel welcome and
appreciated. I also learned a great
deal. When I made mistakes they
were brought to my attention in such

Trans-Cultural from page 8

world was desperately seeking alternative forms of energy. World Bank
and Panama.
The government of Panama and
the World Bank entered into an
agreement to finance a hydroelectric
projects flooding the country's
largest river, the Bayano. The only
obstacle to Panama's development
goals were the ten communities of
Kuna Madungundi and several communities of Embera who occupied
the otherwise uninhabited area that
was to be flooded by the construetion of the hydroelectric project.
Agreements. In 1971, the government enters into an agreement with
the indigenous communities of the
area to compensate their losses and
relocate them onto comparable
lands with legal title. The General
Assembly created a special fund to
cover these costs. However, there
was never any formal relocation, the
affected people sought higher
grounds to survive around the newly
created Lake Bayano. The government made only a few initial minimal
payment of compensation. The s
1F============================j] cial fund was determine to be
Welcome from page 1
exhausted and nobody knew wer
Ik:========================~
all the money end up.
note: It is perhaps on the basis of
cream truck I know of that makes
NEW AGREEMENTS AND CONsuch early disasters that Frank
rounds in the late evenings when no FLICTS.
Gehry had changed his name from
kids are around. What a clever marFrank Goldstein to Frank Gehry.
keting idea. I have seen anxious
After intense pressure, in 1976,
Rumor has it that after the Loyola
people walk up to the truck. Not one General Omar Torrjos H., the
project, he contemplated changing
of them walks away with ice cream.
President of Panama, signed anothhis name again, along with some
What could this truck of bliss be
er agreement with the injured
face- aHering plastic surgery. But
selling? Ice cream futures? Horn
indigenous communities, again
this became unnecessary. The
books? I will not answer these
agreeing to compensate and grant
WaH Disney Company was so
questions now. Instead, this is your their land title. However, this was
impressed with the whims,/ that Mr.
research assignment. Using
never complied with either. The
Gehry im,urpofateo into

a \aw scnooi

that they hired him to design the new
Disney Music Center.}
On the southeast corner of
Merrifield Hall stands world- famous
sculptor Chaes Oldenburg's homage
to industrial accidents. It is a tilting
15 foot high chain link fence with a
can of paint about to topple off. As I
walk under the can of 'paint, sometimes I can actually sense a personal injury attorney salivating in the
background. And off in the distance, I can hear an OSHA inspector
developing ulcers. The effect is
haunting. Mr. Oldenburg is a
genius. A less gifted person would
not have even conceived of setting
a paint can down on top of a chain
link fence.
To the east of Merrifield Hall
is the new parking structure and the
Loyola monument to aluminum siding. Parking lots do not get more
high tech. Nor can I think of another parking structure that you could
fry an egg on.
Merrifield Hall is flanked on
the south by the campus chapel and
on the north by the Mortal Kombat
video game in Casassa Hall. (Mortal
Kombat is an interactive teaching
aide for most of the intentional torts.)
Inside Casassa Hall is the Hall of the
80s. It pioneers the world of vertical
lecture rooms. The desks double as
safety railings. Next to the Hall of
the 80s is the Hall of the 70s, which
is distinctive in that it is a normallecture hall. And next to the Hall of the
70s is the Hall of the 90s, a canvastopped kiosk featUring Cafe Ole.
Off in the distance, you will
hear the ever- present jingle of an
ice cream truck. This is the only ice

a way as to get me to learn from
them. My suggestions and experience were appreciated. I feH that for
alii gave a lot more was given back
to me. I would also like to take this
opportunity to express my gratitude
for PILF. I believe Loyola Law
School is very lucky to have the
Public Interest Law Foundation on
it's campus. I know what having this
opportunity meant to myself and the
other recipients of the grants. I am
very thankful for the opportunity. I
know it helped me as a person
helped me as a person to be more
appreciative of all that I have been
blessed with and to consider my own
choices more carefully. I know how
hard the members of PILF worked to
raise the funds to allow me this
opportunity. I would like all of you to
know that your work was not in vain.
I did something very worthwhile and
meaningful this summer. I helped
many people who wouldn't have had
help. On.behalf of all of them as well
as myself I thank you for the opportunity.

'lNes\\aw or Lexis, lOOKup cases

indigenous people faced a new

using the search terms "ice cream
truck" and 'probable cause". Let me
know what you find:

enemy, the "cotonos", who moved
down along the extension of the
Panamerican highway leadingio the
hydroelectric project and lumbered
and cattle farmed and then sought
titles to the "unclaimed" new frontier.
Over the years, many confrontations
and subsequent accords were
entered into by the Panamanian
government, all to no avail. The
most recent agreement was signed
in 1992 after a violent confrontation
between the indigenous people and
the government and "colones".
The "colones" and the indigenous people were burning each other's communities and government
officials were held hostage by the
indigenous groups. The government
tear-bombed the indigenous communities and finally an accord was

"1wonder what 1 did
this time?!"'
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"He's a man of multiple
dI
't
personalities ...an
can
stand any of 'em."

-

.. ..~.-,..._ ... _-"Youweren't much for
change back then
either."

tion are numerous. The Commission
also has the power to have the
Interamerican Court of Human
Rights resolve a case.
The purpose of having th~
Commission publish yearly reports
and special reports is to let all the
other countries and international
world know what is happening in a
specific country. It is not good for a
specific country's government to
have a report publish against them
for violating the rights of their people. Such a report injures the countries reputation and has economic
and political repercussions. Thus,
governments try to work their problems out and follow the commissions recommendation once they
have be-enreport.
The Commission will meet in
April of 1996 in Panama. Therefore,
Justicia Para La Naturaliza (JPN), a
Costa Rican nongovernmental organization will file a petition to the
IACHR in September 1995 on
behalf of the indigenous groups of
Panama. Having friends in
Washington D.C. and in the IACHR,
JPN will push to have the
Commission request Panama to
reply to the petition. The strategy is
to have Panama resolve their problems with their indigenous people
before the Commission meets in
Panama to avoid bad publicity.
- The arguments for the petition
were written by me this summer. I
researched U.N. resolutions and
sub-commission's reports as well as
American, Australian, New Zealand
and other countries case law to
e~tClbli~h\:;U::.tolllal'l international

law that would resolve the property
issue of the indigenous people.
Furthermore, I researched the annual reports of the International Labor
Organization (lLO) to see what type
of violation had been filed against
Panama for Violating the ILO treaty
on indigenous people. I also
researched ten years of annual
reports by the IACHR. Reading
these reports was the most sickening part of the job. I had to read
about endless child rapes and killing
by governmental death squads in
Central America. The end result was
a twenty five page argument written
in spanish and capturing five human
rights violations with an environmental twist.
CONCLUSION
I would like to propose a hypothetical that will capture what transreached. However, as of today this
new accord has not been honored
cuHurallitigation is all about.
by the government and the
Suppose that after all the work by
. "colones" still occupy indigenous
lawyers in Panama, Costa Rica and
land.
American Law University that the
THE FORUM.
indigenous people wish to drop the
Panama is a member of the
charges against the Panamanian
Organization of American State
government. The reason is that the
Panamanian government is wining
(OAS) that was chartered in 1948 in
Bogota. Panama has ratified the
and dining the tribe leaders in
A'
D I r
f h
Panama in the hopes of settling
mencan ec ara Ion 0 t e Rights
and Duties of Man, as well as the
their differences. The attorneys on
American Convention on Human
the other hand have the power of
Rights. These regional international
attorney and can continue with the
treaty provide mechanism for disproceedings. What should they do?
pute resolution via the Interamerican
JOSE LUIS FUENTES
Commission on Human Rights that
is located in Washington D.C.
Summer, 1995.
(IACHR).
The Commission publishes
yearly reports on the human rights
condition of the regional countries.
Special country reports are published when the human rights viola-
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were allowed to attend the training,
but we could only go to the training
room and had to have an escort
with us the whole time. The state
hospital looked like the one in One
Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest. I
think it was J.D. Salinger that said
that people should convalesce at
cemeteries and be buried in hospitals. It's hard to argue with that
after simply walking the hall of a
state hospital and talking to a
patient.
At the end of the summer I
worked on the pending county
health cut crises. I took declarations from individuals who use the
services at the county hospitals. I
also went to meetings where dIfferent public interest organizations
planned and strategized to block
the imposition of cuts. It was excit-

ing to work on an issue which was
children to have a father. Unlike
dominant in the news.
women, men are not taught the valWhen I first learnedthat
ues of selflessness and concern for
PILF gives grants directly to Loyola others and men generally do not
students, I thought it was an expen- raise children. As a group, men
sive and indirectway of helping
possess more authority and power
people. However,this summer I
and they make laws and create a
realizedthat it serves a dual purjustice system which leaves out
pose. First, it affordedme the
women's experiences. From readopportunityto gain invaluableexpe- ing the file and talking to Ms.
rience in disabilityrights law and
Nickerson's, it is obvious that her
learn about what career opportuni- .attorney, a white male, didn't bother
ties are availablein public interest. to learn more about domestic vioSecond,this summerprovidedme
lence or look into the feasibility of
with an opportunityto directly assist using Battered Women's Defense.
individualswho may not have other- He didn't even interview witnesses
wise been ableto obtain legal
or obtain police records of the times
advice. Althoughthe work itself
she called for help. Since he didn't
was rewarding,I was surprisedat
raise the issue of domesticviolence,
how many peoplethanked me. In
the judge who sentenced her probareturn,I want to thank PILF and
bly didn't considerthe possibilitythat
thosewho donatedto PILF.
. she had been abused. Or if he did,
rr=============================;
he might have asked himself that
Appalachia from page 2
I awful question: Why didn't she
II ==========================d.
leave?
was a weekend boating-camping
Bob Newhart.
This is one of the places
trip on Lake Cumberland,ina borBest of all, land was cheap.. where our legal system does not
rowed pontoon boat with a senile
How cheap? For $38,000you could producejust results. She ended up
engine.·We camped in tents on a
buy -12.64 acres,tillable ... city
killing him becauseshe stayed in the
thickly forested lake shore alivewith water, fenced & stocked pond and a relationship. And she stayed
creatures. Glitteringfirefliesjeweled 704 square foot house: I renteda becauseshe wanted her childrento
the forest into a black carpetof diasmall apartmentin the center of
grow up in a two- parentfamily.
monds. Whippoorwillscalled,and
Somersetfor about $230.00 a
Essentially,the law punishesMs.
bats flitted in and out of the fire-rr=======================================ntures,
light after insects. The next
II
SCENES FROM THE PILF AUCTION, 1994
day, we dropped anchor
and swam in the lake. It was
cool, clean and wonderful.
Pulasky countyisn't
ethnicallydiverse like LA .95%
Ike

of the people who lived there
(according the U.S. Census)
tracetheir ancestrybackto the
peoplewho precededDaniel
Boonethrough the Cumberland
Gap. [You can still find 200year- old stone cabin foundations in the forest). But there
were other groups, includinga
small, but significant AfricanAmerican population.
Generally, the folks
aroundPulasky County likethe
place. But the local economyis
limitedto light manufacturing,
farming and tourism. (The
PulaskyCounty Bar Association
has only about 30 members.)
Many people find it moreeconOmicallyfeasible to leavethan
to stay.
But not all. One day, I
met a brown- skinned manwho
turned out to have lived in
Riverside, California,same as me.
Hectorhad noticed my California
license plates. I told him why I was
there;what brought him to
Kentucky? Work, he said, he and
his three brothers and four cousins,
all from Michoacan. Mostly,they
workedin tobacco and vegetables,
though once they worked in a
rodeo. Their crew cab truck with
Arkansas plates had a brahmabull
paintedon the side, and silversilhouettesof naked women on the
mudfJaps.
Hector liked Kentucky. The
weatherwasn't always nice, but, he
said,the people there acceptedhe
.andhis brothers and cousinsbetter
than Californians did. Cops didn't
hasslethem. The local women
foundhim intriguing, exotic, even a
littledangerous. I guess I looked
surprised;he just laughed. Hector's
roundface and slightly receding
hairlinemade him look more like
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we need to have more compassion
towards prisoners and realize that
sometimesdesperatecircumstances
drive people extreme measures,
such as murder. The woman suffering physical and emotional violence
from a husband or lover is in a desperate situation. She may have no
means of financial support. She
may be concerned about her chlldren's welfare. Her abuser may
threaten her life if she tries to leave.
Punishing a woman under these circumstancesseems incredibly harsh,
especiallywhen domesticviolence is
a widespreadproblem.
The work I did this summer
inspires rna to use my legal education to help victims of domesticviolence. One thing I would like to see
more of is strongerpunishmentsfor
men who abusetheir partnersand
stringent enforcementof those laws.
Oftentimes,much of the discussion
surroundingdomesticviolence
focuses on women. Trash papers
such as the Enquirerprint computergeneratedpicturesof Nicole Brown
Simpson'sbruisedand bloodyface.
The FamilyViolence Prevention
Fund advertisementprotesting
domesticviolencealso featuresa
woman's bruisedface. State legislasuch as Texas,
Ilpasslaws ~trengthen__ 109 protectiveorder
laws aimed at helping
women. My work this
summerinvolvedhelping an incarcerated
woman. Although
domestic violence clear-

women,
sometimes r wonder
whetherthis focus
obscuresthe real reason this crime exists.
Domesticviolence happens becausemen
physicallyabusetheir
partners.
To eliminate this
crime,society must do
more than simply provide resources to victims. While resources
for victims are badly
needed, at some point
our focus must be
directed at the men who
atter their partners.
, batterer's treatIy impacts

GLUG, GLUG, GLUG!
monthincludingutilities.
The bandat the West '80
playeda rowdyversion of "I Uke My
Women JustA Uttle On the Trashy
Side: All the sittingsardines
repackedthemselveson the fakeparquetdancefloor. I found myself
in the companyof two young
women, Jenineand Karen rwe
seen you- all over at the
Courthouse,wherewe work... "].
We dancedthe two- step, the

fox- trot and a waltz. Then I danced
with their moms. Uttle children
hopped and skippedin rhythm;
none got steppedon. Outside,the
fireflies glittered,and mist curled
acrossthe road in my car headlights. A herd of deer flew across
the two- lane roadin a single bound.
It was time to pack Jimi Hendrix [my
experiencedcar)and head back to
LLS, O.J., and L.A.
I gained useful experience.
But I also had a wonderfultime. I
will always profit from both.

'.

Nickersonand other women like her
for caring so much about their children that they would jeopardizetheir
own lives for the sake of their children. And this punishmentreeks of
hypocrisy,especiallywhen that
samesociety exalts motherhood
aboveall else as everywoman's'
true calling in life: Does her noble
reasonfor not leaving mean nothing? It would appear so becausethe
judge's sentencewill technically
separateher from her childrenfor 20
years.
Meeting Bemone Nickerson
has erased the stereotypesI used to
believe about prisoners. As she
spoke about her experience, her
demeanor was calm and dignified.
She stressed that her most irnportant concern was getting her life
togetherso that she could be a good
role model for her children. I got a
sense other as a very decent person who would never kill anyone
exceptin self defense. While people
should be punished for their crimes,

ment programs exist and courts are
ordering men convicted of domestic
violence to attendthese programs.
Society must take a zerotolerance attitude towards violent
men, regardless of whether a battered woman chooses to stay. The
courts, the police and prosecutors
must emphasize that physical violence is a crime, even if it occurs
within sexually intimate relationships. Otherwise,desperatewomen
will continue to kill and assault their
abusers and end up in prison. A
zero- tolerancestand would also signal that society values women's
lives and physical safety. Perhaps,
if young girls saw their fathers being
punished every time they hit their
mothers,the messagethat women's
lives are worthwhile and valued will
seep into the consciousness of
these young girls. Then, they could
carry this message into adulthood
and become the strong, liberated
womenthey were meantto be.
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CROSSWORDS
Super Crossword

CROSSW RIJ®Crossword
Edited by Stan Chess
Puzzle Created by Fred Piscop
ACROSS
1 Bond holders,
perhaps

6 C.PA
10 Java neiglbor

38 Cheesy
40~
42 A uricycle has

one

43 EIftJIaI8s
Rickey
HendeIson
46
California
411 na;n..
construcIilg

17 Author
~ock
18 Makea
decision
19 Fad
20 WashingtDn
city
.
Washington

50

city?

22 Authorof
ITWIY poems?

23

Rig

24 PC application
26 Toe preceder
28 Tight position?
30
Man
(rmiio
Estevez
movie)

31 Onetime
. baskelball 01'9.
32 Chimneysweep's target
34 GOOYl!l'1he

33 Fresca

DOWN

35 RelUlTllD 1he
scene of 1he

~

agcy.
1'housa1ds of

bucks
52 Office.seekar
53 Headed lor
1he hils
54 Repeal
58 Exclamationof
8ITIJS8IT1eI1t

60 Answeri~
machine

solRl
61 German city
German city?
65
Fugitive

itmaChain

Gang
66 ACIreSS Moran
67 Takelor
(dec:eiw)_
68 Slip a mckey
10

69 Art
70 Curbside coin
c:olledDr

aIternaIiIIe,

once

1 Eject

14 SmokeSlad<
sight
15 Concert or
1hearer
foIicwer
16 FMHIar

name

72 ConcoIdes
73 Nuo",_ 1he

2 _INWdaOn

aime?

march style)
3 All-out
4 Former boxing
chcmp Grillilh
5 Opening
words? .
8 Cityon1he
Jurma
7 7heUtte

38 Menlo PaJt(
middle name
37 Dizzy or DaII'y
39 American

8 Homeof1he
'62MeIS?
9 Halloween
benefadcr
10 Pacific island
Pacific island?
11 Slaltofa
palindrome
12 Capital of
Nigeria
13 Ryan or Dunne
21 George
Carlin's raDIO
station
25 King Kong's
lein
26 Lastcal?
27

45 &rlkenlrea5ure sites
47 YdMI's man
46 "Sweet Home

EnginBIJat

Samoa harbor
American

Samoa
hlwbor?
41 Pound sound
44 Reiay-race
c:ompoIl8I1t

29

fine

"
51 Gazes
54 Put up with
55 '8ad,_"
team
56 Harris' Uncle
57 Royal
procIama1ion
59 _parllS
(women's
atlire)

62 Space sinian
63 Tree of
knowledge
location
64 Geek

ACROSS
1 Drink deeply
6 Subject
matter
11 Actor Mineo
14 Serling or
Steiger
17 Marine
leader?
18 Pinnacles
20 -carte
21 Granada
gold
22 Trick
23 Start of a
remark by
Robert
Benchley
26 Marino of
football
27 Gets what
one basks for
29 Handy bit of
Latin
30 Duplicate
31 Occupied
32 Artist Johns
35 Timothy of
"licence to
Kill"
36 Ark park?
39 Coverall?
40 St. Teresa's
home
42 Part 2 of
remark
48 Sour stuff
49 Russian sea
50 Halloween
happening

abbr.
remark
51 "Viva4 Part of TGIF
Vegas"
87 '53 John
5 Realistic
53 "Baloneyt"
Wayne film
6 Cassidy and
54 Cantaloupe or 88 Part of
Koppel
HOMES
casaba
7 lennon's
89 Golonka or
56 Endangered
widow
African
Francis
8 Porky or
90 Mean kind of
57 Composer
Petunia
Gabriel
guy
9 "Addams
59 De Valera of
93 Imperfect
Family"
96 Edinburgh
Ireland
cousin
native
60 Element
10 Nest noise
97 Ain't the way
61 PC key
11 Comic Mort
it should be?
62 Lamp lad
12 Tankard filler
65 Part 3 of
98 Exercise
13 Italian opera
remark
target
house
99 Honolulu's
66 "-and
14 Automaton
locale
Clover" ('69
15 University of
hit)
100 RansomMaine site
Olds
67 Soap opera,
103 End of remark 16 Senior
e.g.
member
108 "Carmen"
68-ex
18 Off-the-wall
composer
machina
19 Fill to the gills
69 Criticizes
110 Rock
24 Pack of
sharply
producer
camels?
70 Sultan's
Brian
25 Edgar - Poe
111 Author levin
sweeties
28 - Spumante
71 Inexperi112 Dwelt
31 Had kittens?
113 Pupa's
enced
32 "Shogun"
73 Producer
predecessor
setting
Spelling
114-Dawn
33 Baiul maneu74 DachshundChong
ver
like
115 Negligent
n Clean-air org. 116 Hit the ceiling 34 Tynemouth
title
78 Appomattox
117 High-tech
35 Bogarde or
signature
missives
Benedict
DOWN'
79 Grist for De
Mille?
1 Campus area 36 At a distance
80 Fuzzy fruit
2 Forearm bone 37 Puerto38 Mine entry
81 Part 4 of
3 Envelope

39 Accordionist
Floren
41 Sell
..
43 Crow's toe
44 Divvies up
45 Ovid's Muse
46 Haifa
crossword
47 Keep an the ground
52 Noted
54 "Call Me-"
55 Actor
Jannings
56 Provide
57 Put on
58 Charitable
donation
59 Actress
Sedgwick
60 lopsided
61 Bond foe
62 Tennis great
Arthur
63 Bounded
64 Pianist
Claudio
65 "Farewem"
66 She brought
out the beast
in men
69 Kinshasa's
country
71Dweeb
72 With detachment
73 Plant pest
74 Key fruit?
75'Marshall,
Counselor at
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•••

Age 7,1982

Age 15, 1990

Elizabeth Suio.
Killed by a drunk driver on February 2 7, 1994, on Bell Blvd.
in Cedar Park, Texas.

If you don't stop your friend from driving drunk, who will? Do whatever it takes.

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.
U.S. Department

"

,

,..

, ,,

of Transportation

,

.
<

Law"
76 Sage
78 Talk wildly
79 Raison d'80 Scottish skirt
82 Endangered
African
83 Hole in your
head
84 Morning
moisture
85 Apiece
86 Bad luck
90 Cavalry
weapon
91 Sports
center
92 Crusoe's
creator
94 lion's den
95 Capp
character
96 Castle
material
98 linen in the
beginnin'?
99 Was in debt
100 Pound of
poetry
101 Stubbs or
Strauss
102 Nat. of Naples
104 Epoch
105 Youth grp.
106 Archaeological site
107 lyric poem
109 "-the
Walrus"
('67 tune)
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WEST
•

Look out. The traffic is moving a lot faster up ahead.
That's because the Largest California-Owned Bar Review Course,
.Barpassers, has merged with West Bar Review. Which means that the
best just got better. Not only will you have access to Barpassers' renowned California Specialists, (including Steven Bracci, Laurel
Liefert, and Robert Hull), but you'll be hearing from the best lecturers
in the country (including Arthur Miller of Harvard Law School, Gail
Bird of Hastings, Lawrence Levine of McGeorge and many others).
The best part is that if you're already signed up for Barpassers,
you're in the best course that just got better.
If you're not in our program, give us a call, and we'll merge you West today.
J'~

~~

Bariussers
"Your Future is Our Future"
1-800-723-7277
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LEMING'
Fundamentals of Law
.Examination Writing Workshop
Don't Miss ...

EXAM

THE LEGAL

WRITING WORKSHOP
13

REASONS-WHY

You

MUST AtTEND •••

•:. Learn How to Improve Your Grades from a
Recognized Exoert-Professcr Jeff A. Fleming
.:. Learn Effective Exam Problem-Solving Techniques
.:. Learn the Difference Between Essay and Multistate Strategy
.:. Learn the Difference Between the A,B,C Essay-Student Will Write Two
Exams for Critique
.:. Learn In-Depth-Issue Spotting Methods
.:. Learn the Difference Between Major and Minor Issues
.:. Learn Comprehensive Outlining/Organizational Strategies
.:. Learn How to Properly Interpret Calls of Questions
{~ Learn Hew to Develop Successful Legal Arguments (Fact to Element Analysis)
.:. Learn How to Use Public Policy Analysis
.:. Learn the Relationship Between the Casebook and Legal Exams
.:. Learn How to Get the Most Out of Class and Study Time
.:. Learn How to Write the Superior Answer
SAN DIEGO

ORANGE COUNTY

Saturday, September 16, 1995 : Noon-6:00 pm
Sunday, September 17, 1995 : Noon-6:00 pm

Saturday, October 7, 1995 : 9:00 am-12:30 pm, 1:30 pm-4:00 pm
Sunday, October 8, 1995 : 9:00 am-12:30 pm, 1:30 pm-4:00 pm

All sessions
Street.

will be given live at the California

Western

All sessions will be given live at Pacific Christian College, 2500 E. Nutwood at Commonwealth,
Fullerton tacross from California State University, Fullerton], Second Floor, Room 205.

School of Law, 350 Cedar

San Diego, in the Auditorium.

Los

Saturday, October 21, 1995 : Noon-6:00 pm
Sunday, October 22, 1995 : Noon-6:00 pm

ANGELES

Saturday, October 14,19,95: 1:00 pm-7:00 pm
Sunday, October 15, 1995: 1:00 pm-7:00 pm
All sessions

will be given live at the Ramada

City. Premiere

Hotel, 6333 Bristol

All sessions will be given live at Pacific Christian College, 2500 E. Nutwood Avenue (at Titan)
Fullerton (across from California State University, Fullerton), Room 215.
Course Lecturer for this Session Only: Professor Mara Feiger, Attorney at Law,
Legal Education Consultant.

Parkway, culver

Room.

THE MOST EFFECTIVE

You

Pre~Registration
Guarantees
Space & Workbook

12 HOURS

WILL EVER SPEND

IN LAw SCHOOL

r---------------------------------,
REGISTRATION FORM

(P/easeTypeorPrintJ'

Name:

1
1

___;.

City:

-'--

Telephone:

-'--

[

_

_
Location/Date

Form of Payment:

__

zip:

Semester

in which

Currently

._

0 Money Order

o Visa

[Make

Payable

to: Fleming's

Fundamentals

Credit

Card Expiration

Signature:

Date: ---Date:

-

L

FOflltformalion
RltJII,dilf9"itCourst
orRlgisl,,,/ioll Proctduf('s,
PIt'/lstWriltorCall:

. FLEMING'S FUNDAMENTALS OF
23166 LosAusc6 BLVD., SunE238, MlSSIOiivlEIO, CA 92691 • 7141770-7030
CALIFORNIA

~
TOLL

of Law)

o Discover

Card #

FREE NUMBER:

LAw

• Fax 7W454-il556

I (800) LAW-EXAM

1
1
1
1
1
-I

Enrolled:

to be Attended:

0 Check

o MasterCard

D.L.#

State:

-------------------1

Law School:

Credit

PER PERSON
GROUP RATE

1

Address:

Workshop

1

$15000
$125.00

1
1
I,
1

1
1
1
~;~~:'::
I
~I

If SpClC~Permils

(Group Rate available to groups of 5
who register together at least one week
before the desired semlnar.)

Registration at the Door
(if space availahle):

Course available -by Mail Order for $172.40
(includes tax, shipping & handling)

